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MEMBERSHIP 
Membership In the Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society is open to all persons, especially to those who 
are interested In research in Allen , Barren , Butler, Edmonson, Logan, Simpson, and Warren Counties In 
Kentucky. Membership is by the year, 1 January th rough 31 December DUES for ind ividual or family 
membership are $15 per year and include a subscription to the LONGHUNTER which is published quarterly . 
MEETINGS 
The SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY meets REGULARLY nn the third Monday of each 
month at the Kentucky Advanced Technology Instttute (KATI), 1127 Morgantown Rd , at 7 PM A cordial 
welcome IS extended to all visnors and prospective new members. Announcements of date, time, and place 
of all meetings will be displayed on the Community Bulletin Board, Channel 6, and in the AROUND TOWN 
column in the Park Crty Dally News. 
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OUT OF TOWN VISITORS 
When in Bowling Green you might enjoy visiting: 
1. The Kentucky Library and the Special Collections in the Kentucky Building, on the campus ofWestem 
Kentucky University. 
2. The County Court Clerk' s office in the Warren County Courthouse. 
3. A regular meeting of the SKGS at the Kentucky Advanced Technology Center at 7:00 PM on the third 
Monday of each month. 
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THE LONG HUNTER 
The LONGHUNTER is published quarterly and is mailed to approximately 180 
Southem Kentucky Genealogical Society members and to 100 other societies in 
exchange for their publications. This quarterly contains 40 to 50 pages each issue and 
is indexed with a full name index. It is designed to give researchers information about 
the ancestors and descendants of members of the SKGS and other information from 
the South Central Kentucky and the North Central Tennessee areas. Members are 
encouraged to submit articles for publication. Local newspaper clippings from the past, 
Census Records, Records of Court Proceedings, Bible and Cemetery Records, Family 
HistOries, which you may have written, Pedigree Charts, and photographs (send copies 
only), will be welcomed by our editors. 
Articles written for publication should be typed or printed legibly and should not be over 
10 pages in length. Sources for information you submit should be stated in the article 
or put in footnotes at the end. The right to edit any material for presentation is reserved 
by the Longhunter Editor. Although it is the desire of the Southern Kentucky 
Genealogical Society to publish reliable genealogical material, neither the Society nor 
the editors assume responsibility for facts or for opinions expressed by the contributors. 
Submitted material becomes the property of the LONG HUNTER and will not be 
returned to the contributor. 
QUERIES 
All members are urged to submit Queries. These should be limited to about 80 words 
per Query, but there is no limit to the number of queries a member may submit. Since 
the LONG HUNTER is read by the people throughout the United States, you will be 
receMng maximum exposure and should be pleased with the results. 
BACK ISSUES 
Current and back issues of the LONGHUNTER are available from 1978, and are $4.00 
each, postpaid. Orders should be placed with the Southern Kentucky Genealogical 
Society, PO. Box 1782, Bowling Green, KY 42102-1782. 
BOOK REVIEWS 
The SOlJTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY welcomes donated books 
for review in the LONG HUNTER. After review all donated books are placed in the 
Special Collection at the Kentucky Library, Kentucky Building, on the campus of 
Western Kentucky University, in Bowling Green, KY, for all to use. Please include price 
and ordering Instructions when you send a book in for review. If the person who 
donates a book is a member of the SKGS, the title and description of the book along 
with the price and ordering instructions will be placed with other members books on the 
inside back cover of the LONGHUNTER and will remain there as long as the author is a 
member. 
MEMBERSHIP DUES 
Membership dues in the SOlJTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, which 
are $15 per calendar year and include a subscription to the LONGHUNTER, published 
quarterly, should be sent to SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, 
PO. BOX 1782, BOWLING GREEN, KY 42102-1 782. 
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RELIGION IN KENTUCKY 
We know little of the religious beliefs of the Native Americans who lived for thousands of 
years in what is now Kentucky. However, according to archaeological studies they did 
believe in supernatural powers and an afterlife. In the latter part of the eighteenth century 
when European settlers began to settle in Kentucky they brought traditional religious 
forms with them. The first known Christian worship service in Kentucky, conducted by 
Anglican minister John Lyth , took place in Boonesborough on Sunday, May 28, 1775. 
During that service, conducted under an old elm tree, England's "most gracious 
sovereign Lord King George" was remembered in prayer. 
After the Revolutionary War, migration into the western outpost of Virginia was inten-
sified and the earliest leaders of the three largest faiths in the frontier era, Baptists, 
Methodists, and Presbyterians, moved into the Bluegrass area. Also, settling in the area, 
predom- inantly around Bardstown, were Episcopalians and Roman Cathol ics. 
In 1781 the largest early migration of Baptists, led by Rev. Lewis Craig and known as 
the Traveling Church, came from Spotsylvania, Virginia to Kentucky. Kentucky's first 
Presbyterian services, 1780, were conducted by Terah Templin, but David Rice was 
the outstanding frontier clergyman of that denomination. He was instrumental in 
establishing Transylvania University as the state's earliest center of learning. The first 
Methodist minister, Francis Clark, came to Kentucky in 1783. 
When the early congregations gathered for services, in cabins or in the open air, they 
were often seated so that males and females were separated. Sermons were typically at 
least ninety minutes long and decorum was not always maintained. According to a 
quotation from James Robertson , Jr., in "Revelry and Religion in Frontier Kentucky" one 
early minister lamented a congregation consisting of "forty-five babies and seventy-five 
dogs with only sixty adults to police the mob." 
After the turn of the century, in Logan County, in 1800, Presbyterian minister James 
McGready began a series of emotional revival meetings that resulted in very emotional 
outbursts by those in attendance. Another Presbyterian minister, Barton Warren Stone, 
after seeing the intensity of rel igious life in Logan County arranged for an August, 1801 
revival at Cane Ridge in Bourbon County. Thousands attended these services and 
many religious conversions occurred. 
Immediate results of the Kentucky revivals were evident in the number of conversions, 
but there were long-term results, as well. After the revival , church memberships in 
Kentucky multiplied. Both the Baptists and Methodists tripled in their numbers within a 
three-year period. After the New Madrid earthquakes, 1811-12, there was another surge 
of revivals and conversions. They set a pattern for southern religious revivalism in the 
United States and, also, brought about new division and diversity in Kentucky religion . 
The Cumberland Presbyterians, the Christian Church, and the Disciples of Christ sprang 
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from this era. 
The first historical record of Baptist Christians in Kentucky is in April, 1776 when William 
Hickman from Virginia preached a sermon in Harrodstown (Harrodsburg) . Hickman 
returned to Virginia and there was no Baptist congregation until June 1781, when the 
Severns Valley settlement was established. The Salem Baptist Association formed in 
1785 consisted of the early congregations around the Elizabethtown - Bardstown area. 
In central Kentucky the Elkhorn Association was made up of Baptist immigrants from 
Virginia and included the preachers of the Craig family: Lewis , pastor of the Traveling 
Church, Elijah, and Joseph. The Baptist settlers were fairly well-to-do, and many 
owned slaves. Included among them were John Taylor, John Gano, Ambrose Dudley, 
and James Garrard (governor of Kentucky 1796 - 1804). 
During the latter part of the eighteenth century the Baptist congregations were scattered 
and small. Most of them met once a month for preaching services. Church buildings 
were made of log, brick, or stone and had balconies or galleries for the slaves of the 
members of the congregations. Although the Great Revival was conducted mostly by 
Methodists and Presbyterians, the excitement and enthusiasm were felt in the Baptist 
churches . In Kentucky between 1800 and 1803 the number of Baptist churches doubled 
and the number of Baptists tripled . As many of the new converts were from the less 
affluent new arrivals in the state, the need for church discipline was increased. Many 
records of the early churches contain references to members, including slaves, who were 
expelled for a wide variety of offenses. 
On the following pages are brief histories and names of members of some of the earliest 
Baptist churches formed in the Warren County area. The histories and lists of names 
are, by no means, complete, but, hopefully, they may help in your genealogical 
research . 
OLD MULKEY MEETING.HOUSE- MONRO E CO UNTY 
T .... o miles from Tompkinsville. Erected in 1798 . Constructed 
of h.lf·hewn logs <lnd chinked. it hu twelve corners, symbolic 
of the twelv e tribe, of hrael. 
In 1778 Phillip Mulkey and" group of B.otish from North "nd 
South Carolina ,ettled her.. They erected II rough log c"bin 
for II cnurch. bUT soon OUTgrew it dnd the present one was put 
up and h,n been In good rep,,;, une. 1798. 
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OLD UNION MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
WARREN COUNTY, KENTUCKY 
1796-1996 
In 1795 the Kentucky Legislature passed an act by which a preemption right to two 
hundred acres of land was secured to each actual settler in the Green River country. 
This brought about a large influx of settlers to the that region. By the end of 1795, there 
was a settlement of people along the waters of Drakes Creek, in what is now Allen and 
Warren Counties. These people were mostly from the Carolinas and among them were 
some Baptists and some Baptist preachers. 
In 1796 (some records say 1795) the first church in the part of Kentucky lying south of 
the Green River was formed . Known as Union (Old Union), the church was located near 
the West Fork of Drakes Creek in Warren County. Three of the preachers among the 
earty settlers in the region were John Hightower, Alexander Devin, and Joseph 
Logan. It is believed that they were instrumental in the gathering of this church . 
There are no records available showing how many members were involved in the 
establishment of this church . According to a history published in 1813, we know that in 
1812 John Hightower was still pastor of the church and there were 63 members. 
The first house of worship was a log building, and as was common in those days, it was 
shared with other denominations. In 1875 the records state that Cumberland 
Presbyterians and Baptists were the only ones worshiping at this location, and by the 
earty part of the twentieth century the Baptists were the only people worshipping in the 
present building. 
The first pastor of Union Church was John Hightower, who served from 1795 - 1813. 
He was followed by Richard Owings who was born in Bourbon County, Kentucky, about 
1787. As a boy he moved with his parents to Simpson County. He was married to 
Minnie Holcomb, daughter of Jonathan Holcomb, of Simpson County. After preaching 
here he moved to Missouri where he labored until 1858, at which time he passed away 
while on a return trip to Kentucky to visit friends. 
Orson Holland Morrow served as pastor of Union Church from 1839 until 1880. He 
was born in Rutherford County, North Carolina on November 10, 1800. He and his 
parents moved to Simpson County, Kentucky in 1807. On March 1,1821 he married 
Sally, daughter of Col. James Hambright. Eight daughters were born to this union. 
Elder Morrow was ordained on September 13, 1833 by Sulphur Springs Baptist Church 
in Simpson County, Kentucky. He came to the Old Union community in 1839. He died 
in 1890 at the age of 90 years. 
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Other early pastors of Old Union Missionary Baptist Church include V. K. Witt, 1880 -
1886; Mordecai F. Ham, 1886 - 1890; John Bass Shelton, 1891 -1892; L. H. Voyles , 
1892 - 1894; A. N. Whittinghill, 1895 - 1896; Rawleigh Wright. 1897 - 1900; and 
Tobias J. Ham, son of Mordecai F. Ham, 1897 -1900. 
Ministers ordained to the ministry by Old Union Church include Elder Joseph Skaggs 
and Elder J. M. Garland on January 19, 1842. Elder Wesley Wright and Elder John 
M. Billingsley were ordained to the full work of the gospel ministry by Old Union August 
16, 1851 . Listed as early deacons of Old Union and the dates of their ordaination are: E. 
M. Halsell and Silas H. Clark, 1847; M. Clark and Alfred Simmons, 1856; Levi Clark 
and James C. Potter, 1869; C. E. Matlock, M. C. Potter, and S. O. Harris, 1880; 
Stanford Chapman, W. C. Kelly, C. C. McCool , 1897. 
The Old Union Cemetery is located a few yards away from the church . According to the 
records there are over 500 marked graves in the cemetery. A complete listing is not 
available, but the information on some of the stones is as follows: 
In Memory of Reverend Joseph Franceway, Born - 1795, Died - Dec. 16, 1834, Age 39 
years . 
In Memory of Mariah Jane Consort of James L. Blewett, Born Dec. 3, 1803, Made 
profession of the Christian religion at a Camp Meeting at Union October 9, 1820. 
Married Aug. 2, 1821 , Died Sept. 15, 1845. 
In Memory of Jane Billingsley, Died Feb. 8, 1842 in the 88th year of her age. 
In Memory of John Billingsley, A Revelutionary Pensioner, Died Sept. 19, 1844, In the 
91st year of his age. 
In Memory of John Billingsley, Died Sept. 12, 1844 in the 59th year of his age. 
Noel Johnson, Born Oct. 31,1802 - Died Oct. 1, 1879. 
In Memory of Tandy Johnson, Born Jan . 22,1759, Died Sept. 5, 1831 . 
In Memory of Sarah, Consort of Tandy Johnson, Born May 7, 1763, Died April 13, 
1822. 
Charles E. Taylor, Born Oct. 2, 1890, Died April 29, 1965. 
Lou C. Taylor, Born Dec. 31 , 1892, Died Dec. 7, 1964. 
Excerpt from Old Union Church records : August 28, 1852 - A protracted meeting began 
with Brethren Morrow, Gardner, Durham, Wright and Billingsley. Continued 23 
days, with some 75 conversions. 
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SINKING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sinking Creek United Baptist Church was located in Warren County, north of the Hayes 
community, on the old Moses Gage place. Sinking Creek was constituted in 1798 and 
was probably gathered by Alexander Davidson who was the only preacher known to 
have lived in that vicinity. He became pastor the 2nd Saturday in June 1800 and 
probably remained until 1817 when Jacob Locke became pastor. 
Some of the early members of Sinking Creek Church were : Benjamin Steward, 
Thomas Wright, Wm. Lance, Hardin Camp, Wm. Lowe, Smith Greer, James 
Doughty, 7 Doss, 7 Wallace, Wm. Clayton, Peter Chasteen, and Orson Flowers . 
Alexander Davidson , the first pastor of Sinking Creek, was born Jan. 3, 1744 in 
Glouchester Co., Virginia . His first marriage was to Ann Bridges , a Baptist. At first he 
refused to have anything to do with that denomination, but was later converted and 
united with the Baptists. After the death of his first wife, he married Sarah Ellis. the 
daughter of Jacob Ellis. Alexander and Sarah's children were born in Rutherford 
County, North Carolina. Jacob Ellis moved to Hartsville, Tennessee in the late 1790's. 
Davidson probably moved at the same time. In 1799 he represented Warren County in 
the convention that formed the second constitution of Kentucky. According to records he 
worked among the churches of Warren and Barren counties as late as 1823. 
According to Baptist Association records the following were listed as Messengers during 
the early years of Sinking Creek Baptist Church: Thomas, Crawford, Daniel Green, 
Aaron Gage, John Wilson, William Gardner, James Walker, John Smith, George 
Wright, John Foydsden, John Bolston, J. Chasteen, Wm. Mitchell, and Augustin 
Clayton . 
PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH 
Providence Baptist Church was organized in September, 1804 by Elders Hightower 
and Martin. There were nine members. Jesse Boyce was chosen as deacon and John 
Martin as pastor. By February 1812 there was a membership of twenty-six. At that time 
three committees were sent to Union, Zion, and Smith's Grove churches to settle 
difficulties and Deacon Boyce was dismissed from office because his wife was not a 
member. In September 1813, Elder Martin was appointed to supply the place of pastor, 
Edward Turner, who, along with his son, was drafted to fight the English . On May 13, 
1815, John May was excluded for being a Free Mason. June 1820, deacon Wm. Still 
and wife were received as members. Sept. 26, 1821 , after debating the question of feet 
washing , it was voted out. Of the 150 members at that time 50 were black. 
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IVY BAPTIST CHURCH 
The Ivy Baptist Church, constituted in 1812, was located in the northern part of Warren 
County near the Sand Hill Community. According to available records, it seems that Ivy 
Church was organized as an arm of Providence Baptist Church. An 1812 entry in the 
Providence Church Book states: 
" .. . ordered pastor and committee to go into lorks 01 the river to receive and baptize members 
and Joseph Taylor and wffe were baptized.' (Edward Turner was pastor 01 Providence) 
There are conflicting reports as to the identity of the Joseph Taylor who was an early 
member of Ivy Church. According to one account Joseph Taylor (father of Alfred G. ; 
father of W. C.Taylor) was baptized by the pastor of Providence, Ed. Turner in 1812. 
Another record gives Joseph Taylor, the father of Alfred Taylor as being baptized by 
Nathan Arnett of Tennessee sometime prior to 1804. In 1804 he and his wife entered 
into the constitution of Providence Church where he remained as a minister until he 
moved to Butler County. 
The Joseph Taylor baptized by Nathan Arnett was an early member of Providence 
Church. The son of Moses Taylor, he appears to be the same Joseph Taylor who 
entered the constitution of Sandy Creek Baptist Church in Butler County on June 15, 
1805. In August 1812, he helped ordain John P. Taylor, who later pastored Ivy Baptist 
Church. 
The Joseph Taylor of Ivy Baptist Church seems to have been Joseph Taylor, Jr., a 
Revolutionary War Soldier. Born in 1751 and died March 22,1818, he was buried in 
Green River Union Cemetery. 
Joseph Taylor was a Huguenot who moved to Warren County from North Carolina 
about 1806. He was instrumental in gathering the Green River Union Chapel at 
Richardsville in Warren County. The Green River Union Chapel is first mentioned in the 
Warren County Court records in reference to a road meeting held in the house of James 
Hudnall , a Huguenot, who had obtained a 200 acre grant of land near Richardsville in 
1814. 
Another early member of Ivy Church was Andrew L. Edwards. He moved from Virginia 
at an early date and settled on the Little Beaver Dam Creek in Edmonson County. 
According to Associational records Messengers from Ivy Baptist Church during the early 
1800's were: Joseph Taylor, John Early, Thomas Earnest, R. Armstrong, J. 
Glaston, John P. Taylor, Christopher Robinson, J. Glass, Thos. Brooks, J, Milligan, 
Jacob Henry, James Mitchell, J. Isbell, Thomas Brooks, Aaron Thornton, and 
Andrew Hack. 
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SMITH'S GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH 
Smith's Grove Baptist Church was organized February 22,1812 . Many of the members 
who formed the church were from the Sinking Creek Baptist Church . Some of the early 
members were: John C. Smith, John Wright, Joseph Baker, Edward Baker, 
Beriman (Benj.?) Haley, and Thomas Smith. Their first pastor was Ed. Turner and 
since that time the following have served: Samuel Greathouse, Cornelius Dewese, 
Zachariah Emerson, J. Moon, J. Butrum, J. Garret, N. G. Terry, W. H. Williams, and 
W. E. Taylor. 
BOWLING GREEN BAPTIST CHURCH 
The First Baptist Church, Bowling Green, was constituted in 1818 under the leadership 
of William Warder. He served as pastor until his death, August 1836, for a salary of one 
hundred dollars a year. During this time Bro. Warder also served one fourth time in 
connection with the pastorate at Russellville. In 1837 J. M. Pendleton began a twenty 
years pastorate. He served as full time, preaching twice on Sunday, with a weekly prayer 
meeting at a salary of $400 a year. 
An old manuscript written in hand by Brother John Burnam gives the names of some of 
the charter members of the First Baptist Church. Included are: Daniel Smith and wife; 
Thomas McNeal, mother, sister; Woody Grub and wife; John Moorman and wife; 
John Thompson and wife; Brother Burgs and wife; and old Brother Keel (of 
Providence Church) . 
Other members listed as Association Messengers 1820 through 1840 include: James 
Owens, Moody Grubbs, Armstrong Morehead, Fr. Johnson, John Keel, John 
Atkinson, R. B. Stockton, James M. Blakey, James Maxey, Henry Celsor, C. M. 
Webb, Wm. H. Thomas, Thos. J. Swimmey, and J. C. Wilkins. 
A KENTUCKY FIRST 
The first man in the state to make what was later known as Bourbon Whiskey was Elijah 
Craig, a Baptist minister, 1789. 
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BETHANY CHURCH AT GOSHEN 
On February 26, 1848 eight men came together to establish Bethany Church at Goshen 
schoolhouse in Warren County, Kentucky. These eight men were Elder G. 
Weatherspoon, Joseph Skaggs, E. M. Haskell, James Rather, Oliver Duncan, 
Alfred Duncan, Nathan Hill, and Noel Johnson. The minutes in the record book 
describe this meeting in the following manner: "And after preaching by Elder Joseph 
Skaggs we proceeded to business by choosing Elder Y. Weatherspoon Moderator and 
Noel Johnson as clerk, and after being informed by the spokesman (viz) Brother 
Charles Howard that they desired to go into the constitution and producing their Articles 
of faith and after reading the same and being satisfied with them and their competency to 
keep house, constituted the following members into a united Baptist church. The first 
members of the church were John S. Claypool, Elizabeth Claypool, George Claypool, 
Rachel Claypool, William Pearson, Nancy Pearson, Anderson Sears, Stephen H. 
Claypool, Elizabeth Claypool, John Duckett, Nancy Duckett, Henry Butler, 
Rebecca Butler, Luther D. Porter, Eliza F. Porter, Eliza J. Porter, Henry Cassaday, 
Susan Cassaday, David Claypool, Margaret Claypool, Hester Cassady, Mose 
Howel, John Rickman, Jeremiah Satterfield, Francis Sears, Charles Howard and 
Joseph T. Bridges . Signed Noel Johnsonm clerk and Y. Weatherspoon, Moderator. 
The church chose as its first minister Brother Joseph Skaggs. In 1856 he was 
succeeded by Brother Y. Weatherspoon, who remained for the next twenty years. 
Other pastors were Y. Weatherspoon, G. F. Howell, J. W. Dixon, and F. F. Page. 
During 1863 Wm. A. Procter served as a substitute pastor while, presumedly, Bro. 
Weatherspoon took part in the Civil War. 
From the church records it is noted that members could be cited for conduct unbecoming 
a church member. Unbecoming conduct included non-attendance at church service, 
dancing, having a ball , profanity, appropriating a hog, having a still, and a man for 
separating from his wife. Engaging in a fight was, also, reason for a citation. In this case 
the entry was, "Guilty of fighting and sorry it took place." 
MORE KENTUCKY FIRSTS 
The first Baptist Church west of the Alleghenies was at Elizabethtown in 1779. 
The first Catholic Cathedral west of the Alleghenies was at Bardstown - 1816. It is still in 
use today. 
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BURTON MEMORIAL (DRAKE'S CREEK) BAPTIST CHURCH 
In the fall of 1850 Drakje's Creek Baptist Church was organized and established by a 
group of people known as United Baptists. The first business meeting was held 
December 18, 1850, at which time M, F. Ham was chosen as pastor.. At the same 
meeting R. G. Potter was elected Clerk and a building committee was appointed. In 
February of 1851 Nathan Hill became the first deacon and in July Nathan Hill, William 
H. Burton, and W. Burton were elected trustees. 
After the first building, a frame structure, was completed arrangements were made to hire 
a sexton. According to the minutes: "The sexton shall furnish forty-eight candles, make 
fires and sweep out the house and bring the water at each and every regular Church 
meeting. He is to sweep out the house and bring the water by ten o'clock." Bro. Miles 
Dearing was hired for a salary of $6.75 a year, to be paid in two payments at the end of 
each six months. 
In 1909, W. H. Burton informed the members of Drake's Creek Church that he wanted to 
replace the frame structure with a rock building. As he wished to erect this building as a 
memorial to the memory of his parents, W. H. Burton, he asked that the name of the 
church be changed to Burton Memorial Baptist Church. His request was granted and 
work on the new building began in 1910 and was completed in 1911 . All of the stone 
was dug out of Warren County soil and the building was built entirely by hand . The huge 
slabs of rock were hauled by horse drawn wagons to the building site and then split with 
a hammer and chisel. The only machinery used was a derrick to hoist the stone in place. 
ISAAC GOODNIGHT 
Michael Goodnight came from Germany to Rockbridge, Virginia in 1708. In 1762 he 
moved to Mecklenburg County, North Carolina and in 1780 he visited Lincoln County , 
Kentucky. In July 1781 he and his young wife joined a caravan coming to Kentucky. On 
September 1 they stopped to camp for the night at Harlan Station, a half day away from 
Fort Harrodsburg. During the night Michael was killed by Indians. His wife and son , 
John , managed to reach Fort Harrodsburg. .. Four months later on the first hour of 
January 1, 1782 she gave birth to Issac Goodnight, the first white male born on 
Kentucky soil. 
In 1805 Isaac married Elizabeth McMurry and in 1808 they moved to Warren County 
near Three Forks, north of Barren River. They lived on a large tract of land secured 
through a grant signed by Patrick Henry, Governor of Virginia. 
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Isaac first became a member of the old Bays Fork Baptist Church. When that church 
divided, he went with the group that formed the Rocky Springs Baptist Church. 
Isaac Goodnight was the 22nd child of his father, and he was the father of 21 children . 
He passed away on October 13, 1869 at the age of H87 years, 9 months, 12 days and 3 
hours." 
WORKS CITED 
Cawthorn, C. P., and N. L. Warnell. Pioneer Baptist Church Records of South-Central 
Kentucky and the Upper Cumberland of Tennessee 1799 - 1899. n.p.: C. P. Cawthorn & 
N. G. Warnell, 1985. 
Kleber, John E., The Kentucky Encyclopedia. Lexington, KY: The University Press of 
Kentucky, 1992. 
Vanderpool, H. C. History of Old Union Missionary Baptist Church. Tompkinsville, KY: 
Monroe County Press, 1966 
Vertical File. Kentucky Library. Bowling Green, KY. 
The Kentucky Firsts are from information submitted by Agnes Louise Herndon Taylor, 
331 Bellevue Dr., Bowling Green, KY 42101 . 
LOCATING PEOPLE IN THE U.S.A. 
Computerized Genealogies, a company in Pennsylvania , will sell you the names and 
addresses of all persons in the U.S. with a given surname. They have the master index 
to the Donnelly file of 70,000,000 names of persons in the U.S. that are listed in every 
telephone book. Common names or very unusual names are not available as they list 
only those surnames numbering from 5 to about 150. The number to call is 
215-847-2690. If the surname you are researching is available, the list may be ordered 
for about $.24.00. 
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Pg. 3 
Puckett, Ephraim to Otho Wood. Mortgage on land on Green River, entered in 
the name of Abraham Creek, surveyed for me and pat. in the name of William-
son Gatewood. Title bond was given previously to sd. Wood by sd. Puckett. 200 
acres where I now live; also 200 acres on Sinking Creek pat. to William Gard-
ner. Test: Wm. Shackelford, and Richard Richardson. One third of land in 
mortgage assigned On 7 Nov. 1815 to John Breathett. Dated 20 Oct. 1815. 
Pg, 5 
Gatewood, Fleming to Benjamin C. Johnson. Consideration $1. Deed of Trust to 
secure John W. Powell and Samuel Moore, merchants. 200 acres on road from 
Bowling Green, KY to Dripping Springs whereon John Burnam now lives. Wits: 
W. D. Wiggington and Isaac D. Beauchamp, JPS. Dated 30 Oct. 1816. 
Pg. 7 
Tinder, Wm. S., Dep. Sheriff for John Rountree, Sheriff of Warren Co., KY to 
David H. Robinson. Writ from Circuit Court 10 June 1816 James Birge vs 
estate of Archibald Martin. Property of sd Martin sold 100 acres whereon he 
now resides. To said Robinson, land conveyed to Sd. Martin by John Franklin 
and Susannah, his wife in 1807 on Drakes Creek. Dated 20 July 1816. 
Pg. 9 
Martin, Archibald to Upshaw Martin. Consideration L60. Land beginning at John 
Franklin's corner. Dated 12 June 1815. 
Pg. 10 
Price, Robert and wife Sally to Patrick Gilmore. Consideration $160. 200 a. S. 
of Big Barren River beginning at Geo. Wall's corner to John Howard's line, to 
Henry Howard's line. Wits: John Ray, Elias J. McFadin, Joseph Gilmore, and 
Francis Gilmore. Dated 3 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 11 
Casey, Abner, SR to Samuel Casey. Consideration $70. 83 acres on Trammels 
Fork of Drakes Creek, being part of 200 a. of headright of Royal Porter where 
sd. Samuel Casey now lives. Test: John Ray, and William Young. Dated 6 Mar. 
1816. 
Pg. 12 
Casey, Abner, SR to Abner Casey, JR. Consideration $100. 117 a. on Trammel's 
Fork of Drake's Creek whereon sd. parties now reside. Dated 26 Mar . 1816. 
Pg. 14 
Middleton, Thomas and Dicy, his wife, to Thomas Madison of Botetourt Co., VA. 
Consideration $3500. 464 a. on both sides of road leading from Lexington to 
Nashville, TN where sd. Middleton now lives, beginning at Henry Graders to 
Asa T. Mitchell's to Galloway's corner to Daniel Stone's survey. Also 200 a. 
south of other tract, surveyed for sd Middleton, assignee of Solomon P. Sharp, 
assignee of Samuel Goode, assignee of John Mitchell. Dated 31 July 1816. 
(Submitted by Leroy Collier. 1644 Small house Rd .. BOWling Green. KY 42104) 
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Pg. 16 
Warren, David and Mary, his wife, of Barren Co., KY to Isaac Goodnight. Con-
sideration $450. 128 a. near Big Barren River beginning at a stake in Dabney's 
line. Wits: W. O. Fe land, and Daniel Doughty. Dated 10 Aug. 1815. 
Pg. 17 
Barclay, Samuel to Samuel Crosthwart. Consideration $1500. Part of Lot No. 61 
in Bowling Green, KY, being next to Powell and Cord. Dated 9 Aug. 1B16. 
Pg. 18 
Fraker, Michael and wife, Elizabeth, to John Patrick, JR. Consideration $225. 64 
acres beginning at sd. Fraker's corner to Thos. Highsmith's line to 100 a. 
surveyed for Jonathan Potts. Tests: John Porter, and Harmon Haners. Dated 2 
Apr. 1816. 
Pg. 19 
Patrick, John and Sarah, his wife , to Wm. Carroll. Consideration $2500. 312 1/2 
a. on Ray's Branc h; 150 a. tract be ginning at Lewis Vanlandingham's corne r 
to Wm. Mitchell's corner. The 312 1/2 a. tract begins at cor. of a Military 
Survey of 150 a. on Rays branch to foot of a knob, to Wm. Mitchell's cor. of 
hiB headright, being place whereon sd. Carroll now lives. Wits: Wm. Patric k, 
and John Patrick. Dated 25 May 1816. 
Pg. 21 
Sharp, Leander J. to Solomon P. Sharp. Consideration $400. One equal part of 
Lot. No. 17 in Bowling Green, KY adj to lot owned and occupied by John and 
James Keel. Dated 15 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 22 
Gatewood, Williamson to Solomon P. Sharp. Consideration $170. 63 a. conveyed 
to Gatewood by Jonathan Hobson and Alexander Graham, Commissioners in 
Warren county Chancery Suit Chas. Wilkins vs sd. Gatewood. Dated 16 Aug. 
1816. 
Pg. 23 
Hobson, Jonathan to Wm. Shac kelford. Consideration $200. 200 a. grante d to 
Williamso n Gatewood, assignee of Ephrain Puckett, ass ignee of Joab Watson , 
assignee of Abram J. Creek being S. of road from Dripping Springs to Puc k-
etts. Dated 26 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 24 
Breathet.t, John 1.0 Wm. Shac ke lford. Con s ide ration $100. Breathe tt's 1/3 inte rest 
in 200 a. whe r e sd Shacke lford no w live s. Test: Be nj. Vance, and S. Caldwell. 
Dated 26 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 25 
Potter, Thos. and Wife, Ann to Jacob Harrington. Consideration $44. 11 a. on 
Sinking Cr., part of tract whereon sd. Potter now lives to Mo rdicai Conner's 
cor. Wits: DRniel Doughty, and Wm. Feland. Dated 9 Mar. 1816. 
(Submitted by l eroy Collier, 1644 Small house Rd., Bowling Green, KY 42104) 
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Pg. 26 
Ellis, Charles to Martin Sisko Consideration L50. 40 a. beginning at Ellis 
Survey on line of Ball's Military Survey to John Porter's line. Dated 26 Feb. 
1816. 
Pg. 27 
Lewis, Isaac 0., and Fancy, his wife to Adam Bratton. Consideration $600. 135 
a. on Ray's branch, beg. near road leading to Stewart's Ferry. Dated 17 Aug. 
1816. 
Pg. 28 
Vaughn, James A. to receive services of James McCay for two years as appren-
tice to blacksmith business. Wits: Sam Brooking, and Charles R. Morehead. 
Dated 22 June 1816. 
Pg. 29 
Morrison, Thales to Abner Evans. Consideration $250. 20 a. S. of Big Barren 
R. beg. near the Bluff of River. Dated 2 July 1816. 
Pg. 30 
McClure , Josiah and wife, Sally to Adam Miller. Consideration $215. 150 a. on 
Indian Cr. next to Alexander Stewart's survey. Dated 3 July 1816. 
Pg. 31 
Temple, Benj. and wife (not named) of Logan Co., KY to James Hendrick, JR. 
Consideration SlOO. 200 a. in the Barrens between McFadin's Ferry and 
Robbin's Grove. Wits: Armistead Morehead, W. S. Dallam and J. T. Steele. Dated 
29 May 1816. 
Pg. 33 
Puckett, Ephraim to Otbo Hood. Bond to secure making of deed to 400 a. land 
on Green River on Lexington Rd., where John Hampton lives. Wits: Wm. Shack-
elford, and Richard Richardson, SR. Dated 7 Nov. 1815. 
Pg. 34 
New, James and wife, Nancy to John Canon. Consideration $400. 200 a. beg. Jas. 
Liggett's S. Cor. Dated 10 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 34 
McNeel, John to Samuel Goode. Suit - John McNeel ordered to convey to sd. 
Goode Lot. No. 6 in Bowling Green, KY. Dated 26 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 35 
Middleton, Thos. to Thos. Rogers. Trustee apptd by John Taylor, exec of Will 
of Sarah Pendleton of Caroline Co., VA. Negro. Consideration $300. By sd. will 
the money was to be invested in negroes fo r use of Thomas Meriwether during 
his life and after his death among his chil d ren. Wits: John Boon, Thos. Putnan, 
and Ezekiel Benbrook. Dated 10 Aug. 181 6. 
(Submitted by Leroy Collier. 1644 Smallh, se Rd ., Bowling Green, KY 42104) 
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Pg. 36 
Shackelford, Wm. and Betsy, his wife to Obadiah Hendrick. Consideration $950. 
One equal 112 moiety of farm they, sd. Shackelford and sd. Hendrick bought 
of He nry Wood on road from Dripping Springs to Bardstown, beginning at 
Ephraim Hubbard's Jr. Wits: Levi Blankenship and Levi Moore. Dated 15 Aug. 
1815. 
Pg. 39 
Briggs, Robert, Samuel Barclay, and John Jackson, Commissioners to remark 
boundaries of 1200 a. pat. to Alexander Skinner on Salt Lick Cr., 400 acres of 
which belonged to Thos. Bowles, N. of Abraham Lawrence's. Deposition of Col. 
Burwell Jackson taken; also Joseph Snodgrass, Daniel Price and John C. Ray. 
Dated Apr. 1816. 
Pg. 44 
Morehead, Armistead to Presley Donaldson. Consideration $270. Part of Lot. No. 
24 in Bowling Green, KY adj to John and James NeeL Dated 30 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 46 
Hood, John of Butler Co., KY to Robert Wallace. 100 a., bal of 400 a. in part-
nership of Hood and Wallace beg at Tabitha Wallace's corner. 1/2 of the sd. 
100 a. goes to Wallace. Test: Wm. Latham and Wm. Hadden. Dated 1 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 47 
Wallace, Wallace and Jemima his wife to Samuel Jordan of Barren Co., KY. 
Consideration $2000. 730 a. where Wm. Simmons lives beg. at Todd's line to 
Tabitha Wallace's. Test: Samuel Murrell, SR, John Fox. Dated 24 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 48 
Temple, Benjamin of Logan Co., lIT to John Dixon, SR. Release of 200 a. sur-
veyed in the name of Daniel McNeel. Dated 27 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 49 
Ransdall, Whorton and Polly his wife to Armstead R. Morehead. Consideration 
$600. 75 a. beg. at Theophilus Boyce's survey to Vincent Anderson's. Dated 11 
Sept. 1816. 
Pg. 50 
RansdaU, Whorton and Polly his wife to Armstead R. Morehead. Consideration 
$950. 180 a. beg. John Marker's line. Dated 11 Sept. 1816. 
Pg. 51 
Donaldson, Presley to Wm. R. Payne. Consideration $75. Lots Nos. 21 and 22 in 
Bowling Green, KY. Dated 10 Sept 1816. 
Pg. 52 
Keathley, Jacob to James Micollo. Consideration $819. 323 a. beg. Ewings Grove 
l.o Elijah M. Covingtons, to Philip Morris' line, to James Master's line. Tes t: 
!ouc.a,; Stan ford . Jeremiah Holcomb, and James Masters. Dated 10 Sept. 1816.. 
(Submitted by Leroy Collier, 1644 Smallhouse Rd ., Bowling Green. KY 42104) 
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Pg. 53 
Kirkpatrick, Wm. and Tabitha, his wife of Cumberland Co., KY to Robert Wal-
\ace. Consideration S1100. Lands on Big Barren River beg. at Todd's W. line to 
Tabitha Wallace's corner. Wits: Wm. Wallace and Federal Walker. Dated 16 Aug. 
1816. 
Pg. 54 
Reese, Abram, JR appoints Benj. Lawless my atty. to prosecute suit against 
Abram Reese Sr. and Thos. Middleton pending for land. Dated 3 Oct. 1816. 
Pg. 55 
Powell, John W. and Willis Curd to Wm. R. Payne and John W. Cooke. Considera-
tion $1200. Part of Lot No. 61 in Bowling Green, KY. Dated 29 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 56 
Powell, John W. and Willis Curd to Wm. R. Payne. Consideration $600. Part of 
Lot No. 61 in Bowling Green, KY. Dated 29 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 57 
Work, Samuel and Anna, his wife to Benjamin Hampton. Consideration $1200. 120 
acres on Suggs Branch, which empties into Big Barren R. on S. side, beg at 
line between Cox and Palmore; also 83 acres beg. at Samuel Cox's 100 a. 
survey; also 42 a. beg. sd Cox's. Dated 4 Oct. 1816. 
Pg. 59 
Doughty, Jeremiah of Smith Co., TN, planter, to 
sideration "For love and affection". One Negro. 
ton H. Doughty. Dated 29 Apr. 1816. 
my son, Daniel Doughty. Con-
Test: Thomas Meek and Pres-
Pg. 59 
Wingfield, John and Betsey, his wife; James Wingfield and Rughy, his wife; 
Jacob Wingfield and Sally, his wife, all of Warren Co., KY and Wm. Wingfield 
and Chas. Wingfield of Illinois Territory; Patrick Sanders and wife Sally nee 
Wingfield all of Mississippi Territory to Angus McDonald. The above to confirm 
deed for 200 a. of land on the headwaters of Little Beaver Dam, which our 
father Wm. Wingfield. during his li!etime, sold to Angus McDonald. Dated 17 
Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 61 
Potter, Thomas and wife, Ann to Champin Coram. Consideration $200. 100 a. on 
Lambs Sinking Creek to sd. Potter and Lewis Potter's line to Hawkins Hunter's 
line. Wits: Daniel Doughty, and Wm. Feland. Dated 6 Mar. 1816. 
Pg. 62 
Lamme, Samuel snd wife, Nancy of Hsrrison Co., KY to John Eubank. Considera-
tion $200. 100 a. on Lick Fork of Drake's Creek. Dated 26 June 1816. 
Pg. 64 
Roland, Joseph and Caty, hi s wife t o John Eubanks. Consid e ration $600. 
(Submitted by Leroy Collier, 1644 Smallhouse Rd " Bowling Green. KY 42104) 
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109 a. on Lick Fork of Drake's Creek. Dated 1 Oct. 1816. 
Pg. 66 
Roland, Joseph and Katherine, his wife to Chas. Holcomb. Consideration $50. 20 
a. on Lick Fork of Drake's Cree k, beg. at John Eubank's Mill tract. Dated 25 
Sept. 1816. 
Pg. 66 
Roland, Joseph and Katherine, his wife to Chas. Holcomb. Consideration $84. 150 
a. on Drake's Creek. Dated 25 Sept. 1816. 
Pg. 67 
Turner, Edward and wife, Lucretia to Wm. Turnish. Consideration $370. 70 a. 
adj. Morton Ransdall ad Cornelius Turner, being part of Jacob Morris' survey 
and part of John Marker's beg. at Vincent Anderson's corner. Dated 14 Oct. 
1816. 
Pg. 69 
Turner, Edward and wife Lucretia to Jesse Perkins. Consideration $20. Land 
beg. at sd. Turner's line, running with line of Vincent Anderson's headright. 
Dated 24 Aug. 1816. 
Pg. 70 
Glass, Michael to Thos. Hughes. Consideration $250. 39 acres on Big. Barren 
River. Dated 16 Oct. 1816. 
Pg. 71 
Moss, John and Drucilla, his wife to John Newgen. Consideration $1000. Land 
on Ray's Branch beg. at John McNeel's to Jacob Smith's old line, being at the 
old corner of survey of Samuel McFadin. Dated 17 Oct. 1816. 
Pg. 72 
Middleton, Thos. and Dicy, his wife to John Quisenberry. Consideration $120. 60 
a. North of Big. Barren River beg. at Charles Stewart's N. E. corner to Henry 
Ewing.s corner. Dated 24 June 1816. 
Pg. 73 
Campbell, Samuel to Jonathan Hobson. Consideration $380. Part of Lot. No. 17 in 
Bowling Green, KY. Wits: Benj. C. Johnson, Sam'l Barclay. Dated 27 Oct. 1815. 
ack. by sd. Campbell and recorded on 26 Oct. 1816. 
Pg. 74 
Holloway, Jonathan to Jacob Holloway. 103 a. e. of Drake's Creek. Dated 20 
Sept. 1816. 
Pg. 75 
Gatewood, Williamson to Tully R. p;'yne. Consideration $250. 105 a. beg. Bu-
ford's line at head of Jennings Cr. to Francis Johnson's line. Dated 26 Oct. 
1816. 
(Submitted by Leroy Collier. 1644 Small house Rd .. Bowling Green. KY 42104) 
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QUERIES 
Am looking for a connection between Prestley Cockerall listed in the 1820 census of 
Warren county and the Wythe County, VA Cockrell families. Prestley appears to have 
been survived by his wife Margaret in the 1830 Census. It is known that Prestley bought 
two mares near Honaker ferry , Warren Col in August 1819. Prestleyand Margaret were 
listed as the parents of Katherine Cockrell at her marriage with Felix Jones in 1839. A 
son, John, was born in 1813 in Wythe Co., VA. Contact: Tom Cockerel, 96 Chestnut 
West, Randolph, MA 02368, 617-986-7852. 
Need information on Hurt and Hammons families of Bowling Green, KY. Mathis G. 
Hurt married Margaret Catherine (Maggie) Hammons, b. 9 Dec. 1861 . They were 
married in Kentucky and moved to Texas prior to 1893. There were three children : 
Kate, Irvin Dollison and Tom. Mathis was a blacksmith and his father was a blacksmith 
during the Civil War. Contact: Margaret (Hurt) Wayman, 11 Pierce, Hoquiam, WA 
98550. 
Would like to swap information with you on the following names: Pedigo, Peregoy, 
Peregois, Petticoat, Petticoart, Mumford, Green, Elkins. Joseph Peregois , a 
French Hugenot refugee, landed in Baltimore, MD during 1685. Because of the French 
accent and government processes the name has been changed over the years. Would 
like old photos, copy of Family Bibles, family stories and traditions, old birth and marriage 
certificates , wills, and any other information. Contact: Debbie Pedigo, 1210 Christopher 
Ave., Round Rock, Texas 78681, 512-246-2463 or ubc 1 @ao/.com. 
Henry L. Hatfield b. ? in VA, married 1801 to Sarah Thomas in Warren Co ., KY. Who 
were their parents? Will pay for copying and postage. Contact: Shirley Hatfield, 5721 
Lee St. West, Milton, FL 32570, 904-623-5141 . 
For the following queries the contact is: John S. Richie, 2570 Sunnyvale, Grand Prairie. 
Texas 75050-1626. 
Need information on parents of John Cox. b 1758 Halifax Col. , VA. d. 1832 Warren Co ., 
KY. Married Sally Nunnelly, who d. 1846. Will appreciate any facts on Sally . 
Kitty H. Jones, wife of William V. Smith of Warren Co., KY, was daughter of James 
Jones , b. 1765. d. 1826, and Phoebe Graves . When and where were Kitty and Will iam 
married? Who were parents of James Jones, and where did they live? 
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Keziah Norfleet, b. 1823, d. 1863, married William Skiles of Warren Co., KY on 
12-3-1840. Who were her parents, where from, and where were Keziah and William 
Married? 
Humphrey Posey and wife Elizabeth came to Logan Co., KY from Henry Co., VA in late 
1790's where he had taken the oath of allegiance in 1777. Who were their parents, and 
where from? 
Nancy McGinnis, b. 1776, possibly Mercer Co., KY, d. 1850, married Solomon Smith, 
a son of Adam, ca . 1796. Who were her parents and where from? 
George Washington West b. Santa Rosa Co., FL, 15 Nov. 1830. He and six brothers 
joined the Confederate forces at the same time. Served in the 1st Florida Regiment, Co. 
B. Fought in battles at Franklin, Lookout Mtn . Lost an eye at Peach Tree Creek, Atlanta 
and seriously wounded at Stones River. Taken to Rock Island 'til end of war. Need his 
father's name. Contact: J. David Evans, 921 Meadowlari< Dr., Bowling Green, KY 
42103-1529 
Need the father of Bluford Alexander Evans. Lived in Wilson and Cannon Cos. TN. 
He married two Campbell sisters, and the third time to my grandmother, Nancy Jane 
Blythe of Wilson Co. TN. Contact: J. David Evans, 921 Meadowlari< Dr., Bowling 
Green, KY 42103-1529 
Need information on Laurence/Lawrence family. Adam Laurence, Sr. d. Henderson 
Cp., KY 1800. Children: John; William (m. Esther Worthington); Adam, Jr. ; Joseph; 
George; David ; Nancy (m. Conrad Strader); Ruth (m. Adam Clapp); Polly (m. 
William Haynes); Susannah (m. John Michael Sprinkle and Boaz Brooks); and 
Patience (m. John Barnhart) . Family resided Guilford Co., NC, SumnerlRobertson Co., 
TN, LoganlWarren/Simpson/Muhlenberg/Henderson Co., KY. Continute west to Illinois, 
Texas, and Arkansas . Contact: Rebecca Hitzman, 32 E. 26th Place, Tulsa, OK 74114. 
Need information on Harrell family in Warren Co ., KY. in 1820. Rhoda Harrell married 
George Hack 5 Dec. 1822. They were in Fountain Co., IN about 1824. Bought land in 
1826. Need cemetery location and other information . Contact: Phyllis Hack McMicheal, 
R.R.1, Box 229HC, Seminole, OK, 74868. 
Need information on the Hack family in Shelby Co., Iowa 1863. Believe George and 
Rhoda Hack went there to see brother William. His family left Fountain , IN and settled 
in Corley, Iowa in 1853. Need cemetery information. In 1818 Nicholas Hack owned 
land and paid taxes in Warren Co. , KY. Sons of Phillip Hack were: Jonathan , Andrew, 
George, and Joseph. Daughters: Ruth , Dorinda, Hulda, Elizabeth (m. Samuel A. 
Miller 18 Jul. 1838, Catherine Hack (m. James Dial 11 Sept. 1838. Contact: Phyllis 
Hack McMicheal, R.R. 1, Box 229HC, Seminole, OK, 74868. 
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Seek ancestors or descendents of Gott families who came to Madison Co., KY fro 
Germana in Fauquier Co., VA. Am trying to prove (or disprove) some Gott families had 
German ancestry. Have found Andrew L. Gott, b. Nov. 1870 in Virginia . Richard Gott 
b. 1786, m. Catherine Holden in 1812. In 1826 he led a trading expedition from 
Westport, MO to Santa Fe, NM and to Chi Hau Hau Mexico. Adam S. Gott b. 1844 in 
Virginia married Sarah J. Hamilton 28 Feb., 1868. Creed F. Gott, b. 1876, d. 17 Nov. 
1911, Madison Co., KY. Also need information on ancestors or descendants who lived or 
are now living in Fayette Co., KY (Lexington) . Have found Christine E. Gott b. 1899, d. 
28 Oct. 1928, Fayette Co. Elizabeth J. Gott b. 1875, married a Gott, d. 14 Jan 1959, 
Fayette Co. Ethan W. Gott b. 1865,d. 27 Oct 1970, Fayette Co. Joseph E. Gott, b. 
1903, d.28 March 1978, Fayette Co. Contact: Msry Pierson, 1216 Hichory Hill Dr., 
Gsutier, MS 39553-2324. 
MEMORIALS 
Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society has placed the following books in the Kentucky 
Library: 
Ba"en County Kentucky Cemetery Records by Brice T. Leech and Kenneth Beard. 
This compilation of cemetery records of Barren County was a project of the South Central 
Kentucky Historical and Genealogy Society in Glasgow. This well-bound volume which 
was completed in 1982 for Kentucky's Bicentennial is very useful with its complete 
surname index. Its format lists individuals in alphabetical order within each cemetery, 
making it easy to find individual names. Notations are given to assist in finding the 
cemeteries on topographical maps. Complete directions are given for each cemetery 
with property owners listed where possible . 546 pages - Hardcover. 
Given in memory of O. L. Thomas 
Longhunter Ancestor Index - Volume 2 by the Southern Kentucky Genealogical 
Society. 
This list of ancestors and spouses of the members of SKGS includes birth , death, and 
marriage dates for 8400 individuals. It is indexed by ancestor and spouse with a 
reference to the submitter, who is a SKGS member. 191 pages - Hardcover. 
Given in memory of Ted Stinson 
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WARREN CO , KY 1797-1900 MARRIAGES 
BONDS, CERTIFICATES, CONSENTS AND RETURNS 
GALLOWAY, ABRAHAM and ANNIE (SEARLE) FROST; 21 Nov 1887; S:S J McFadden; 
mar cert is blank; [T-374]. 
GALLOWAY, CHARLES THOMAS and ALICE ARMENA INGRAM; 10 Mar 1887 by W M 
Bailey at Mr Ingram's ipo Robert Stubblefield & Henry McCool; no 
surety; [T-176]. 
GALLOWAY, FLEMING M and SARAH ANN DISHMAN; 17 Nov 1856 by Scobee; 
S:James Dishman; [B-36, D-249]. 
GALLOWAY, HARDIN T and MAGGIE C COMFORT; 04 Sep 1890 by H P Lyon at Rich 
Pond ipo Fannie Lyon & G H Comfort; S:W M Galloway ; [V-ISO]. 
GALLOWAY, JAMES and ADELIA WILLIAMS; 02 Jan 1878 by S L Lee at J 
Galloway's ipo him & T B Galloway; S:Sarah Galloway; [Q-19]. 
GALLOWAY, JAMES MONROE and MARGARET V HARPOLE; 25 Nov 1841; S:John 
Harpole; [A-93; T-B]. 
GALLOWAY, JOHN Wand FLORENCE A BARNETT; 27 Jun 1886 by M M Smith at 
James Barnett's ipo him, M B Madison & Charles Galloway; S:James M 
Barnett; [S-442]. 
GALLOWAY, JOSEPH T and S ELLEN COLE; 06 Mar 1879 by John Richards at 
Caslor Cole's ipo H T Hudnall & J W Cole; S:Castor Cole; [Q-207]. 
GALLOWAY, MARSHALL L and CYRENA NOEL, both over 21; 09 Dec 1849 by J 
Carpenter; S:Thomas Galloway; [A-94; T-B,L,R]. 
GALLOWAY, MARSHALL L and SARAH ANN (DISHMAN) GALLOWAY; 04 Aug 1880 by L 
C Peters at bride's ipo James Galloway, Mrs John Phelps & others; 
S:Jeff D Galloway; [R-43; F-C]. 
GALLOWAY, SAM Nand OTIE SIMMONS ; 14 Nov 1898 by E H Porter at Bowling 
Green ipo T H & Catherine Lacy; no surety; [Z-64]. 
GALLOWAY, T T and BELLE WHITTINGHILL; 22 Feb 1900 by William Lunsford at 
Bowling Green ipo Miss Rebecca Wilkins & R C Duncan; S:R Isbell; 
[Z-334]. 
GALLOWAY, WESLEY and LILLIE WARREN; 28 Dec 1899 by J F Redford at 
Bowling Green ipo S:Porter Hatcher & Fred Bailey; S: William 
Warren; [2-290]. 
GALVIN, HENRY L and DELIA DUNAVAN; 06 Oct 1884 by Jos deVries at Bowling 
Green ipo Richard Kennedy & Addie Galvin; S:Frank C Gerard ; [S-
174]. 
GAMBLE, see also GAMMEL. 
GAMBLE, J A and,BELL BURTON; 28 Oct 1891 by D F Kerr ipo Cora Smith & 
John Pike; S:B Pike; [V-324]. 
GAMMEL, see also GAMBLE. 
GAMMEL, JAMES R and ELIZABETH JUSTICE; 07 Jan 1861; cons by (Ma ry 
Justice) w/b S:J A Justice & S:Mathew L Gammel; [8-68, F-233]. 
GAMMEL, MATTHEW L, b Simp Co, and SARAH ANN ELIZABETH LIGHTFOOT, age 20, 
b (at W D Lightfoot's) War Co; 07 Jul 1853 by George 0 Harris at 
S:William D Lightfoot's ipo William W Lambert & William C Forth; 
[B-13, C-37; T-L,C]. 
GANN, DANIEL F and KATHERINE PIERCE; 06 Jan 1860 by J F South at Mrs 
Pierce's ipo William Jackson & Charles Kimble; S:W L Jackson; [8-
61, E-471]. 
GANT, CORNELIUS and ANNE McELWAIN [McELWAINE]; 20 Oct 1817; S:Richard C 
Masters; [A-90; T-B]. 
(Submitted by Pat Reid , 640 E. Main Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42101, used by permission) 
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WARREN CO , KY 1797-1900 MARRIAGES 
BONDS, CERTIFICATES, CONSENTS AND RETURNS 
GANT [GAUF], ISAAC J and MARY JANE ALFORD, d/o (S:William Alford); 26 
Oct 1852; S:William Alford (She m/ 2 as II Pleasant Hines); [A-94; 
B-8; T-B,L]. 
GANT, JOHN and ELIZABETH BRAWNER; 02 Jan 1822; her cons by F (Isaac 
Brawner ) and his cons by F (Cornelius Gant) both ~/b S:Nathan 
Breedlove; Cthse rec has John Gott; [A-90, T-B,Gc; F-Bc]. 
GARDNER, ASA BENNETT and JANE (FOX) KEEL; 22 Feb 1847; S:John M Briggs; 
[A-94; T-B]. 
GARDNER, BEDFORD THOMAS, age 22, and SUSAN J BECKHAM, age 20, both b & 
res War Co; 03 Aug 1854 by R T Gardner at Mrs Beckham's ipo 
Pleasant Potter & Hubbard Jones; S:Anderson Beckham; [B-20, C-147; 
T-L,C]. 
GARDNER, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN and EMMA L CHAPMAN; 13 Jul 1881 by J F 
Hard~ick at D S Chapman's ipo W E Murry & William Bass; S:W L 
McNeal; [R-202; F-L,C]. 
GARDNER, BLUFORD J and AMERICA J GARDNER; 08 Nov 1858 by S M Sha~ at 
S:Robert T Gardner's ipo W E Duncan & F Covington; [B-52, E-207; 
T-L,C]. 
GARDNER, DANIEL and PERMELIA HALL; 16 Dec 1830 by James Mitchell; S:Neal 
Hall; [A-91; T-B]. 
GARDNER, EDWARD A and SARAH ALICE COSBY; 15 Jan 1885 by J F Redford at 
Sarah G Cosby's ipo Henry Sledge & Samuel Vontress; no surety; [S-
238]. 
GARDNER; G Wand MRS ALICE GARDNER; 04 Feb 1896 by J F Redford at 
Bo~ling Green ipo S:W B Atkinson & Mrs Ida Dodd; [Y-137]. 
GARDNER, HENDERSON WHITEFORD, age 24, b War Co (F b VA, M b KY), and 
ELIZABETH STRANGE, age 22, b Adair Co; 07 Oct 1862 by Y 
Witherspoon at the Wido~ Strange's ipo L N Davis & Wiatt Whitlo~; 
S:Sidney A Greathouse; [8-78, G-69; F-C]. 
GARDNER, HENDERSON WHITEFORD, 2nd mar, age 24 , b War Co (F b VA, M b War 
Co), and MARY A KEITH, age 21, b Edm Co & both res War Co (F b Edm 
Co, M b War Co); 05 Feb 1865 by Davis at her father's; S:William R 
Strange; [8-94, H-41]. 
GARDNER, HENRY P and ENOLA W KUYKENDALL; 22 Dec 1885 by M J Fergerson 
near Polkville ipo J C ~el, Samuel Goode & Joseph Garrison; S:J I 
Kuykendali; [S-366]. 
GARDNER, HENRY THOMAS and MEADIE JANE HANES; 06 Oct 1878 by W W Durham 
at S:James E Gardner's ipo Brittan Smith & CHaines; [Q-112; T-
L,C ]. 
GARDNER, J R and REBECCA DUNN; 24 Feb 1876; S:C T Craig; [0-193]. 
GARDNER, JAMES E and CHARLOTTE THANES; 19 Jan 1875; S:John Hanes; [0-
151]. 
GARDNER, JOHN ALFORD and IDA F JONES; 11 Oct 1869 by W C Slate at 
bride's ipo F J Jones & S:Bedford F Gardner; [B-153, K-221; F-
L,C ]. 
GARDNER, N H and HARRIETTE PORTER; 27 Dec 1899 by J Bryant Benson at 
bride's ipo L B Porter, T Ha~ley Payne & S:T T Gardner; [Z-284]. 
GARDNER, ROBERT T and LOUISA EDWARDS; 22 Oct 1833 by John Jones; her 
cons by Gdn (A B Gardner) ~/b Benjamin & Henry Y Gardner; his cons 
by (William Gardner) ~/ b Benjamin & James Gardner; [A-92; T-
B.R,Gc.&]. 
(Submitted by Pat Reid , 640 E. Main Ave " Bow"ng Green, KY 42101 , used by permission) 
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GARDNER, T T and WILLIE V MURRAY; 15 Dec 1898 by A P Lyon at Green Hill 
ipo J W Gilbert & Hugh Larmon; S:N H Gardner; [Z-80). 
GARDNER, WILLIAM H and MINNIE JACKSON; 24 Dec 1885 by M M Riley at Mr 
Vernon's ipo John &' James Jackson & Charles Stark; no surety; [S-
374). 
GARDNER, WILLIAM STANFORD, age 22, (F b VA, M b KY), and ANN ELIZA 
(HANES) TYGRET, age 27, both b War Co (F & M b War Co); 03 Jan 
1867 by William Adams at John Hanes' ipo William Mansfield & James 
P Hanes; S: James H Harris; [I-ISO; T-L,C). 
GARDNER, WILLIAM STANFORD and MATILDA A MORREL [HARREL); 04 Feb 1876 by 
J W Hudnall at William Morrel's ipo George Manley & A T Gaines; 
S:Elbert Whitaker; [0-413, T-L, F-C). 
GARLAND, JAMES F and PALINA FOLEY; 21 Nov 1832 by Zachariah Morris; 
S:Andrew L Morris; [A-92; T-B; F-R). 
GARLAND, JOSEPH RICE and FANNIE A CARTER; 28 May 1879 by Thomas Penick 
at Bowling Green ipo J M McConnell & S:James A Carter; [Q-230). 
GARLAND, ROBERT F and FRANCES SMITH, over 21; 16 Nov 1848; S:John M 
Garrison pr her age; [A-94; T-B). 
GARLAND, THOMAS R and JULIA AMANDA HARRIS; 06 Nov 1832; S:John M Harris; 
[A-92; T -B). 
GARMON, see also GORMAN. 
GARMON, BLACKSTONE M and FRANCES GRINSTEAD; 25 Jan 1859; her cons by F 
(Thomas Grinstead ) w/ b James M Garman & S:Franklin Lawrence; [B-
54, E-273; T-Bc). 
GARMON, C J see LARMON. 
GARMON, G C and MARY E SCRIVNER; 27 Dec 1888 by B F Page at S:James D 
Scrivner's ipo Frank Wright & Isaac Scrivener; [U-227]. 
GARMON, J J and LELAH L CARDWELL; 28 Dec 1898 by T J Ham at S:William 
Nayrocker's ipo E T Tygret & S G Skaggs; [Z-98). 
GARMON, J R and ETHEL OWENS; 19 Nov 1900 by William Lunsford at Bowling 
Green ipo C L White & James E Lyle ; S:G H Hudson; [Z-438). 
GARMON, JAMES I, age 20 (F b Bar Co, M b War Co), and NANCY J HANCOCK, 
age 16, both single, b & res War Co (F b All Co, M b Simp Co); 23 
Mar 1870 at Simon P Gott's; his cons by F (James M Garman) w/ b 
S:John J & Simon P Gott; [L-69). 
GARMON, JAMES M and SUSAN EDWARDS; 29 Oct 1844; his cons by F (Jacob 
Garmon ) w/b S:Brice Edwards & James M Herdman; [T-B,Gc]. 
GARMON, JAMES M, 2nd mar, age 37, b Adair Co (F b VA, M b KY), and SARAH 
J/A GRINSTEAD, age 22, b War Co; 08 Dec 1863 at Thomas 
Grinstead's; her cons by F (Thomas Grinstead) w/ b Bartholomew 
Grinstead & S:Blackstone M Garmon; [B-85, G-249). 
GARMON, JOHN T and SUSAN E HAYS; 27 Dec 1883 by William Adams at R J 
Hays' ipo G W Durham & William Adams Jr; S:Samuel Lloyd; [S-89; T-
L, C). 
GARMON, WEBB and PEARLE AUSTIN; 13 Dec 1894 at D J Cochran's ipo Hugh 
Carter, Miss Effie Garrison & J SHunt; S:C H Austin; [X-294). 
GARNER, CHARLES and MARGARET McINTOSH; 07 Nov 1803; S:John McIntosh; [T-
B ]. 
GARNETT, AMOS and PATSY NEEL; 12 Jan 1809; his cons by Par (Presley & 
Betty Garnet) & hers by Par (John & Hannah Neel) both w/b S:Aaron 
Spann; [T-Gc,&). 
(Submitted by Pat Reid , 640 E. Main Ave .. Bowling Green, KY 42101 , used by permission) 
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GARNETT, HENRY, age 35, b VA & res LA, and LEE ANN (BURNAM) SMITH, age 
22 , b KY & res BG; 16 Aug 1852 by A C Dickerson at Bowling Green 
ipo Thomas A, William & Mrs H Atchison & others; her own cons w/b 
S:Thomas A Atchison and J H Graham; [B-6; T-B,L,C ,Bc] . 
GARNETT, JAMES and CASSANDRA PENICK; 25 Nov 1826; her cons by F 
(Jeremiah Penick ) w/b S:James Morton; [A-91; T-B,Bc]. 
GARNETT, ROBERT S and VIRGINIA BARCLAY; 20 Oct 1831; S:Samuel Barclay; 
[A-92; T-B]. 
GARRETT, ELIJAH and MOLLIE AARON; 18 Jan 1883 by John S Greathouse at 
Eli Story's ipo him, Robert Story & others; S:J S Greathouse; [R-
420; T-L ,C]. 
GARRETT, HENRY and TABITHA HENDRICKS; 11 Oct 1817; S:William R 
Hendricks; [T -B ] . 
GARRETT, HENRY H and LUCY YOUNG; 19 Oct 1895 by L P Arnold at her 
parents' ipo James Prewett & Samuel Wilson; S:W N Garrett; [Y-51; 
T-C]. 
GARRETT [GARROT], HEZEKIAH and BETSY JORDAN; 01 Aug 1797; S: Thomas 
Jordan; [T-B]. 
GARRETT, HEZEKIAH and LETTIA THOMPSON; 14 Oct 1799 by John Hightower; 
S:Stephen Thompson; her cons by (Lucy Thompson ) w/b Larkin Bethel 
& Efram Thompson; [A- 87; T-B,Bc]. 
GARRETT, JAMES, over 21, and ELIZABETH LEET; 18 Ma y 1825; her cons by M 
(Hannah Leet ) w/b S: Elisha Adair; [T -B, Bc]. 
GARRETT, JESSE and KATIE WHITE; 25 Oct 1880 by G N Schroader at bride's 
ipo James Clark & Webster Manco; S:F M Shipley; [R-88]. 
GARRETT, N S and ELIZA M WILSON; 20 Dec 1893 by R T McConnell at bride's 
ipo J L Rone & L R Miller; S:W N Garrett; [W-471] . 
GARRETT, SHUBELL and POLLY WHITE; 15 Aug 1811 by Howard; [A-89]. 
GARRETT, W E and NANCY E PRUITT; 09 Ju1 1885 by L P Arnold at her 
parents' iipo James Pruitt & James Whalin; S:W C Young; [S-291]. 
GARRETT, W P and LUVENIA ADELINE HESTER; 15 Feb 1877 by S R Brewer at 
Courthouse ipo W W Burnam, Ike Cooke & H B White; cons by (J H 
Hester) w/b S:John A Stagner & Mary S Stagner; [P-121]. 
GARRETT [GARROTT], WILLIAM and SALLY MELTON; 09 Aug 1804; her cons by 
Par (Elisha & Polly Melton ) ; his cons by Par .(Pres1ey & Betsy 
Garrott) w/b S:Sterli ng Clack & B Baily; [T-B,Gc,Bc]. 
GARRI SON, ARTHUR and ABIGAIL GARRISON; 29 Dec 1800; S:Jonathan Garrison ; 
her cons by F (John Garr ison) w/b Jonathan & Benjamin Garrison; 
[T -B , Bc]. 
GARRISON, ARTHUR and POLLY TURLY, both over 21; 06 Nov 1811; S:Paul 
Tur1y; groom pr her over 21; [A-89; T-B] . 
GARRISON, B B and ELLA J MOREHEAD; 22 Nov 1887 by R Jenkins at Mrs 
Morehead's ipo PM Crane & W M Lewis; S:C W Morehead; [T-368]. 
GARRISON, C A, 2nd mar, age 72 (F b MD, M b NC), and NANCY M 
(CROSTHWAIT ) ESTES, age 36 , both b & res War Co (M b War Co) ; 16 
Sep 1872 at James R Garrison's; no surety; [M-284; T-Bc ]. 
GARRISON, CALEB and LUCINDA K SMITH; 16 May 1842; S:John Smith; [T-B]. 
GARRISON, CALEB and ERMINE MANNEN; 21 Jul 1872; S:J D Mannen; [N-I02]. 
GARRISON, DAVID R and MRS C C DANCE; 16 Aug 1876; S:T C Garrison; [0-
257 ]. 
(Submitted by Pat Reid, 640 E. Main Ave., Bowling Green. KY 42101. used by permission) 
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GARRISON, HEZEKIAH A and REBECCA LYLES; 10 Jun 1813 by Richard Pope; 
cons: "my son was 22 yr s old last Feb," by (L W Garrison ) wi b 
Esther A & S:Jonathan E Garrison; her cons by Gdn (DaVid Harris ) ; 
[T-B,R,Gcl. 
GARRISON, JAMES MITCHELL and FLORENCE N COLEMAN ; 17 Dec 1885 by Dennis 
Spurrier at Methodist Church ipo Alex Lawson, Shelby Breeding & C 
A Munkle; S:J P Coleman; [S-360l. 
GARRISON, JOHN and ELIZABETH BARNES; 22 Dec 1805; S:Arthur Garrison pr 
her over 21; [T-Bl. 
GARRISON, JOHN W, age 26, (F b Bar Co, M b War Co) , and J ANE E 
HARDCASTLE, age 19, both b & res War Co, (F & M b War Co); 11 Jan 
1872 at Mary Hardcastle's; no surety; her cons by Par (Mary 
Hardcastle) wib Lon J Rector & William Garrison; [M-137l. 
GARRISON, JOHN Wand JULIA ANN V HOOD; 21 Jan 1885 by William L Harris 
at Mechanics Hotel ipo L D Livingston & John A Andrews; S:Henry 
Hood; [S-241l . 
GARRISON, JONATHAN and ANNA GARRISON; 02 Dec 1800; his cons by F (John 
Garrison Sr) & hers by F (Joseph Garrison ) both wib S:John Ray & 
John Manard; [T-B,Gc,Bcl. 
GARRISON, LUCIEN and MARY EWING; 04 Nov 1896 by J W Self at Mrs Nettie 
Ewing ' s ipo John Follin, S:William Self & George Perry; [Y-230l. 
GARRISON, MARK and POLLY JUDGE; 27 Nov 1801; S:Joshua Jordan; [A-89; T-
B l. 
GARRISON, SAMUEL Y and CHALIA L JONES; 09 Dec 1840; S:A C Dickerson; [T-
B l. 
GARRISON, SAMUEL Y and MARY E HALSELL; 25 Oct 1860 by Dickerson; 
S :William Halsell; [8-66; F-155l. 
GARTH, W E and MYRTLE SMALLHOUSE; 01 Feb 1898 by William Irvine at 
Bowling Green ipo Ed Smallhouse, Charles Mitchell & C U McElroy; 
S:J G Covington; [Y-435; T-L,Cl. 
GARVIN, BENJAMIN H and MARY V EWING; 16 Nov 1876 by J S Grider at 
S:James F Ewing's ipo him, Charles F Ewing & others; [P-67; T-
L, C l. 
GARVIN, CHARLES T and MARGARET "MAGGIE" CAMPBELL; 24 Oct 1887; S:H B 
Donaldson; mar cert is blank; [T-348l. 
GARVIN, W VIRGIL and ORA CAMPBELL; 17 Dec 1878 by J S Grider at S:D B 
Campbell's ipo him, Benjamin Garvin & others; [Q-152; T-L,Cl . 
GARVIN, WILLIAM V and FRANKIE MAY LAWSON; 12 Oct 1893 by John W Lewis at 
her father's ipo Henry F Smith, Miss Sallie Ragland & S T 
Breeding; S:W J Potter; [W-397l. 
GARY, ED and ELLA D JONES; 20 Mar 1894 by J V Stephens ipo J L Jenkins & 
R E Jones; S:H C Jones; [X-122l. 
GARY, HENRY, age 19, b & res Grayson Co , and RHODA TURNER, age 27 , b & 
res War Co; 01 Nov 1854 by John N Tinsley at S:Reuben Turner's ipo 
Henry Moss & Fielding Turner; [8-22, C-173; T-L,Cl. 
GARY, JOHN S, age 28, (F & M b VA ), and ELIZABETH HAMMILL, age 22 , both 
b & res War Co (F b Bar Co, M b War Co); 26 Oct 1865 at S:Adam C 
Hammill's; [8-101, H-271l. 
GARY, RICHARD and FRANCES GRAHAM; 03 Aug 1835; S:Adam Bratton; [F-Bl. 
GARY, WILLIAM and HESTER WILSON; 25 May 1894 by Char les Drake ipo Ed 
Meutz & A Bloch; S: Ab Uptonl; [X-156l. 
(Submitted by Pat Reid . 640 E. Ma in Ave .. Bowling Green. KY 42101. used by permission) 
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GAS LI N, JOHN, age 26, (F & M b IRE ) , and ELLEN SULLIVAN, age 21, both b 
IRE (F & M b IRE ); 22 May IB66 by P J Lacoste at Bowling Green ipo 
Patrick Pendergrast & Bridget McHendrue; S:Michael Lawlor; [B-I0B, 
1-47; T-L,C]. 
GASLIN, JOHN, 2nd mar, age 35, b IRE ( F & M b IRE) , and BETTIE KIDD, age 
25 , b Bar Co & both res WSar Co (F b KY, M b Bar Co); 02 Oct IB73 ; 
S:H F Smith; [N-15B]. 
GASLIN, JOHN and BELLE ATCHINSON; 10 Dec IB77 by F deVries at Bowling 
Green ipo Thomas & Margaret Walsh; S:T P Smith ; [Q-2]. 
GASSOWAY, ELI D and MARY PADGETT, both over 21; 09 Sep IB1 9 by Samuel 
Watt; S :William Dunn; Cert has Eli J Gassaway ; [A-90 ; T-B]. 
GASSOWAY, G A and MARY E JACKSON; 2B Dec IBBO by B N Schroader at her 
father's ipo James Vernon & John Jackson; S:James Jackson; [R-
133] . 
GATEWOOD , WI LLIAMSON and ELIZABETH HUBBARD; 19 Jun IBOO by Henry Jones; 
S:W Chapline; her cons by Ephriam <name torn» w/ b P Morehead; [A-
B9; T-B,Bc]. 
GATEWOOD, WILLIAMSON and MARIAH KEEL, both over 21; 04 Dec IB25 by John 
Keel; S:Martin Grider; [T-B ,R ] . 
GATTON, BRICE D and SARAH LUCAS; 11 Sep IB21; his cons by F (S :Thomas 
Gatton); her cons by M (Sarah Lucas); [A-90; T-B]. 
GAUGH, ISAAC, over 21, and POLLY RUNNER; 07 Dec IBI B; her cons by Gdn 
(S :John Honaker) ; [A-90; T-B]. 
GAUGH [GOUGH], JONATHAN and MARY ANN TAYLOR; 20 Sep IB06 by Benjamin 
Talbert; her cons by F (Joseph Taylor ) ; paper by groom empowering 
William Joseph Taylor t o act in his behalf in obtaining license 
w/ b James Talbert & John Prevat Taylor; [T-R]. 
GAULT, FRANK W, age 24, b & res Louisville KY (F b IRE, M b NJ), and 
LAURA D WRIGHT, age 21, b & res War Co (F b KY, M b TN) ; 14 Jun 
IB70 at S:Phillip N Robb's; [L-117]. 
GAULTNEY, ALFRED and SARAH FRANCES E GIPSON; 08 Aug IB76 by H K Thomas 
at Courthouse ipo H C Chapman, William Adair & L S Kinnaird; 
S:John Barber; [P-22; F-L,C]. 
GAULTNEY, GREEN B, age 25, b War Co (F m NC, M b KY), and MARTHA 
PRUDENCE WHEELER, age IB,; 03 Nov IB64 at S:William H Wheeler's; 
[8-91, G-421] . 
GAULTNEY, SCARLETT and CAROLINE MARSH; 25 Feb IB76 by James M Adams at 
his house ipo Lucy Freeman & J B Thurman; S:John H Grider; [0-447; 
T-L,C]. 
GAUTIER, FRANCIS and ELIZABETH ANN PATTERSON; 15 Oct IB40 by Samuel 
Templeton; S:Albert H Webb; her cons by Par (Hugh J Patterson ) in 
person; [A-93; T-B,L; F-R]. 
GAUTIER, NICHOLAS and ELIZABETH HOWARD; 05 Mar 1799; her cons by F 
(James Howard ) w/ b S: Robert Harrel l & Vincent Anderson; [T-B,Bc J. 
GEDDES, JAMES and NANNI E B SMITH; 20 Oct IB6B by Hunt; S:John Burnam; 
[8-142, J-317] . 
GEE , JOHN J see LEE. 
GEE , WILLIAM and MALINDA BILLINGSLEY; 12 Sep IB37 ; S:John Billingsley; 
[T -B J. 
(Submitted by Pat Reid. 640 E. Main Ave .. Bowline Green. KY 42101. used by permission) 
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2 Thoma. Powe ll SUOOHTU. - - - - - - - - - - _ - -_ P : Monroe Co " I'\entucky 
I a , ., Nov 111 2 " I p , Gl"gov, &arr en , Xentucky 20 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - _ -- ___ - -. - ___ I 
I M: 26 Dee 190. I B : 41 
I P: Tenne •• ee 10 John SHAPu ----- - ____ • ____ ____ • ___ 1 0 : 
I 0 : 1 Jul 194 1 B : Abt. 179S I 4 2 










N . 4 ) ___ - - - 0 ---------------------- __ _ _ 
S Sa rah K& the m SHAPIR--------··----I P : 
B : 2 7 M& r 1158 1 D, 44 - -- - -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - .- - - - -. ___ _ 
p , Gl &lgow, B. rre n , I'\ent.ucky I 22 • - - - ••• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --I 
D : 7 Jul 193 0 1 1 B : 4 S 
P : Bow lI ng Gre en , ke ntucky 1.1 Fa.nny Margaret BRAND - - - - - - - -------I 0: 
B , Abt. 181 7 1 46 .-----_. ______ _ • ________ • _______ _ 
51 , Hanover , Ge:r.&ny 2) -- ___ • _ _ __ _ _ ______ ___________ •• ___ 1 
0 , l U O/ U'O B: 4 7 ______ ••• ____ _ ___ _ ____ • ___ _ _____ _ 
1 Flor& VIrg Ini a SLAOOH'TBR .------------
B : IS De c 1915 
51 : Br i l tow, W&rre n , I'\entu cky 
" , II Jul 19 34 
P . 
D , 19 May 1915 
U John PLORA -----·-------o-.-----.-
24 M &ftI PLORA -··--·----·-------------f 
B , Abt 1792 4' ---.-- ... --- -- ---- ----- --- -- -----
P : Bowling Green , W, Kentucky 
IVirgil RA y BUUI S- -------------
1 Spau ll!!. 
12 He nry J _ noRA -- --- --------·- _____ 1 D, Bet U SO 
1 B: Oct 18 2 ' I SO J l cob MIUaR-----·---------------










1 " , 18 Jun 184' B : 1714 51 Marga re t PBNNXJl --------- - -----·--
'John WelllY FLORA ------------- ____ I p , 0 , 
1 B : 3 0 Sep 1850 I 0 : Feb 190 1 52 Jacob MI1.1JR -- - - --- - - - -----------
1 p , Ric hlrd.lvil le , W, lentucky 1 51: Ri chard. .vil l e, If , Xentu cky 2' Davi d. MILLBR---------- _______ • ____ I Si me al SO o n c h.t.rt 1. 
1 M, 19 Jun 1 11 2 1 t B: Abt 1778 5) Marg l re t PKNNJ[R----------------- -
1 F , 1) Si r ah J . MI LLn - ---------- ___ • __ _ · 1 0: Abt lll 5 Same II 51 on cha rt 1 
1 D, J an 19 43 B : 21 Jun 11 25 1 5 4 ________ • ______ •• ____ •• __ • ___ _ __ _ 
I p , SULCI HUl , Wl rre n , ke ntucky P : WI.rren Co . , Ke n t u cky 27 Marga ret KOIl.lJtD-- -- - -------------1 
I 0 : )0 Oct 119) B : Abt 1792 5 5 ____________ _ _ • ______ • _ _ __ ______ _ 
Lulol 1 1_ FLORA------ -. _____ _______ _ _ 
P : Richaralvi l l e , If , Xen t ucky 0 : 
B , )0 May 1.1 91 
P : Sand. lf ill, Warr e n , kentucky 
D : 2' J ul 1 91 2 
P : Bowling Green , Kentucky 
5' - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - --
21 J eretlli ah Bt1RHK'T"r -- -------- --·---- _1 
I B : 17 1' 57 --- • •• ------ - --- - --- --- - -- -- - - ---
14 Me l l on A. BI.1IIJln"I' ·-·--------------1 D: 
B : 111 4 t 58 ---.------ •• -.--_ •• ______ • ___ • __ _ 
51 , Itnoxvill e , I\nox. Tennel lee 
N. 
19 Sarah CAMpBaU --------------· ·-- __ 1 
B : Abl 110' 59 ---- - -- ------------------ ---- 0-0-
7 Mart ha J ane BtIRHK'T"r -·-------------1 p , D, 
B : 24 J un lI U 1 0 : ' 0 ---___ ----------0 ____________ 0 _ 0_ 
P : Hod.genvill e , Llrue , Xentucky 1 p , )0 - - - - -. - - -' - - -. -. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- I 
0 , 21 Fe b 19 5 ' 1 I B , 51 
P: BowlIng Green, Kentucky 15 Rebecc a VlllUfON-- -- -----.---·-·····t 0 : 
B : Abt l1l 4 I '2 ------------------------ - -- __ 0_0_ 
p , Vi rgini a )1 --- ------ --------- -- --------------1 
H&MI!! and &4d..re l . o t l ubaUtte f : 0 , B , '1 ----------------0--·--------- 0---
Don Burr il 
1550 a . Speedwa y ' 151 
1\IClon , Arhol\.l. 1 571 0 
P . 
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16 Henry SLAt.x;HTER- -
I 
8 William SLAUGHTER- -------- ----- -- j 
B: 1812 j 
P: Jasper Co . ,Georgia 
M: 31 Oct 1834 
17 Frances KIMBROUGH 
4 David K. SLAUGHTER- - ------ ---- ----j P: Tennessee 
B: 7 May 1850 I D: 
P: Washington Co . , Tennessee 
M: 1873 
P: Glasgow,Kentucky 
D: 29 May 1924 
P: Bowling Green , M, Kentucky 
I 
I 
P: Monroe Co . , Kentucky 
9 Elizabeth MILLER-- --- ---- -- ---- -- I 
B. 1814 
2 Thomas Powell SLAUGHTER----------- I 
P : Mashington Co . ,Tennessee 
D. 
B : 7 Nov 1882 I P: Monroe Co . , Kentucky 20 ----- ------- ----. 
P: Glasgow, Barren , Kentucky 
M: 26 Dec 1908 
P: Tennessee 
0 : 1 Jul 1941 
P: Bowling Green, W, Kentucky 
1 Flora Virginia SLAUGHTER----------
B : 15 Dec 1915 
P: Bristow , Warren,Kentucky 
M: 23 Jul 1934 
P. 
0 : 29 May 1975 
P: Bowling Green , M,Kentucky 














10 John SHADER ---- ----- - - ---------- ·j 
j B : Abt 1795 I 
I P : Hanover ,Germany 21 - .. . . - - - .. . -- . . . . 
I M . 
5 Sarah x.athern SHADER -- ------ - - ----I P: 
B : 27 Mar 1858 
P: Glasgow, Barren,Kentucky 
0 : 7 Jul 193 0 
P : Bowling Green,Kentucky 
I D. 
I P: Glasgow , Barren,Kentucky 
I 
22 - . - . ... - - - -- ----. 
11 Fanny Margaret BRAND--- ----- ---·- I 
B: Abt 1817 23 ----- . - •••• --- -.-
P : Hanover , Germany 
D: 1880/1890 
P: Glasgow, Barren,Kentucky 24 Adam FLORA-·· ---· 
12 Henry J . FLORA-- ------- - - ----- ··-I 
I B : Oct 1826 I 
I 
I 
P: Richardsville , W,Kentucky 
M: 18 Jon 1846 
25 Elizabeth MILLER-
6 John Wes ley FLORA-------··-- ------ I P. 
B : 30 Sep 1850 I 0 : 5 Feb 1908 
P: Richardsville,W , Kentucky 
M: 29 Jon 1882 
P . 
0 : 2 Jan 1943 
P: Sand Hill , warren,Kentucky 
I 
I 
P: Richardsville,W,Kentucky 26 Davi d MILLER- ·· ·· 
13 Sarah J . MILLER- -- - ----·- - - - - ----I 
B: 28 Jun 1825 27 Margaret HONAKER -
3 Lula Elma FLORA· - .. - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -I 
P: Warren Co . , Kentucky 
0 : 30 Oct 1893 
B : 30 May 1891 
P: Sand Hill , Marren ,Kentucky 
D: 26 Jul 1982 
P: Bowl ing Green,Kentucky 
Name and address of submitter : 
Don Burria 
8550 E. Speedway '151 







P : Richardsville , W,Kentucky 28 Jeremi ah BURNETT· 
14 Nelson A. BURNETT-----· ------ ---- I 
B : 1834 I 
P: Knoxville,KnoX,Tennessee 
M. 
29 Sarah CAMPBELL··· 
7 Martha Jane BURNETT--- ----- -·-··--I P: 
B: 24 Jun 1865 I 0 : 
P: Hodgenville,L,Kentucky 
0 : 21 Feb 1956 
I P. 
I 
30 -- ---- -------- - - -
P: Bowling Green, Kent ucky 15 Rebecca VERNON-------- - - - - -·- ----I 




31 - ---- ------ -- . - --
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8 William SLAUGHTER- -----------------
BORN : 1812 
PLACE : Jasper Co . ,Georgia 
MAAR : 31 Oct. 1834 
4 David X. SLAUGHTER--------- ---- ----------I PLACE : Tennessee 
BORN : 1 May 1850 I DIED : 
PLACE : Washington Co. ,Tennessee I PLACE : Monroe Co. ,Kentucky 
MARR. : 1813 I 
PLACE: Glasgow,Kentucky 
DIED : 29 May 1924 
9 Elizabeth MILLER--- -------- - -------
BORN : 1814 
PLACE : Bowling Green, warren , Kentucky PLACE : washington Co . ,Tennessee 
2 Thomas Powell SLAUGHTER------------------ DIED : 
BORN : 7 Nov 1882 PLACE : Monroe Co. ,Kentucky 
PLACE ; Glasgow,Barren,Kentucky 
MARK : 26 Dec 1908 10 John SHADER---- --------------------
PLACE : Tennessee BORN : Abt 1795 
OlEO : 1 Jul 1941 PLACE : Hanover,Germany 
PLACE : Bowl1ng Green, warren,Kentucky MARK: 
5 Sarah Kathern SHADER --------------------- I PLACE: 
1 Flora Virg i nia SLAUGHTER-----------------
BORN : 15 Dec 1915 
PLACE : Briatow , Warren ,Kentucky 
MARK : 23 Jul 1934 
PLACE : 
DIED : 29 May 1915 
PLACE : Bowling Green, Warren , Kentucky 
IVirg1l Ray BURRIS --------- -- -- ---- ----
1 Spouse 
BORN : 21 Mar 1858 I DIED : 
PLACE: Glasgow . Barren,Kentucky I PLACE : Glasgow.Barren . Kentucky 
DIED : 7 Jul 1930 I 
PLACE : Bowl1ng Gree n ,Kentucky 11 Fanny Margaret BRAND------- --- -----
BORN : Abt 1811 
PLACE : Hanover, Germany 
DIED : 1880/ 1890 
PLACE : Glasgow,Barren,Kentucky 
12 Henry J . FLORA-- -------------------
BORN : Oct 1826 
PLACE : Richardsville , Warren , Kentuc 








6 John Wesley FLORA---- ---- --- ---- --- -- ----I PLACE : 
3 Lula Elma FLORA- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
BORN : ) 0 May 1891 
PLACE : Sand Hill.Warren.Kent.ucky 
DIED : 26 Jul 1982 







BORN : )0 Sep 1850 I DIED : 5 Feb 1908 
PLACE : Richardsville,Warren,Kentucky 
MARK : 29 Jun 1882 
PLACE : 
DIED : 2 Jan 194) 
PLACE : Sand H1ll,Warren,Kentucky 
I 
I 
PLACE : Richardsville,Warren , Kentuc 
1) Sarah J. MILLER -- - -----------------
BORN: 28 Jun 1825 
PLACE : Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
DIED : )0 Oct 1893 
PLACE : Richardsville,Warren,Kentuc 
14 Nelson A. BURNETT------------------
BORN : 1834 
PLACE : Knoxville,Knox,Tennessee 
MARR , 
1 Martha Jane BURNETT---- --------- -------- -I PLACE : 
Name and address of submitter : 
Don Burris 
8550 E . Speedway M151 
Tucson, Arizona 8511 0 
BORN : 24 Jun 1865 I DIED : 
PLACE : Hodgenville,Larue,Kentucky I PLACE : 
DIED : 21 Feb 1956 I 
PLACE: Bowling Green,Kentucky 15 Rebecca VERNON----- ---- --- ---------
BORN : Abt 1834 
PLACE ; Virginia 
DIED : 
PLACE : 
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8 John FLORA-.------------- ----- - --- -
BORN: Abt 115 0 
PLACE ; Germany 
MARR . 
4 Adam FLORA- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I PLACE: 
2 Henry J . FLORA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
BORN : Oct 1826 
PLACE: Richardsville,Warren , Kentucky 
MAAR : 18 Jun 1846 
PLACE: 
DIED: 5 Feb 1908 











Botetourt CO. ,Virginia 
26 Sep 1819 
PLACE : Botetourt,Virginia 
DIED : Bef 1850 













10 Jacob MILLER ----- ----- -------------
BORN: 1751/1755 
PLACE : v i rg inia 
MARR. 
5 Elizabeth MILLER ----- ---- ---------- ------I PLACE: 
1 John W@sl@y FLORA-- ---------- -------- ----
BORN : 30 Sep 1850 
PLACE : Richardaville,warren,Kentucky 
MARR : 29 Jun 1882 
PLACE : 
DIED: 2 Jan 1943 
PLACE : Sand Hill , Warren ,Kentucky 
[Martha Jan@ BURNETT-- --------------- --
Spouse 
BORN : 1784 I DIED: 
PLACE : Richmond , H@nrico,Virginla I PLACE : Warr@n CO.,x@ntucky 
DIED: I 
PLACE : Warr@n CO.,X@ntucky 11 Margar@t PENNER--------------------
BORN : Abt 1160 
PLACE : Vuginia 
DIED: 
PLACE : Warr@n CO., K@ntucky 
12 Jacob MILLER---------------- ---- ---
[ This person ia the same person 
laa no . l Oon chart no . 1 
6 David 
BORN : 
MILLER- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --I 
Abt 1778 I 
I 
I 
Sarah J . MILLER--------------------------I 
BORN : 28 Jun 1825 [ 
PLACE : Warren Co. ,Kentucky 1 
DIED : 30 Oct 1893 1 







2 Sep 1813 
DIED: Abt 1835 
PLACE : Warren Co., K@ntucky 
13 Margaret PENNER --------------------
This person 1S the sam@ person 
as no . lIon chart no. 




7 Margaret HONAKER --------- --- ------ ---- ---I PLACE : 
Name and addr@sa of subm1tter: 
Don Burris 
8550 E. Speedway *151 
TUcson, Arizona 85710 
BORN : Abt 1792 I DIED: 
PLACE : Virginia I PLACE : 
DIED : I 
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1st GENERATION 
1 Flora Virginia SLAUGHTER: b 15 Dec 1915 Bristow,Warren , Kentucky; d 
29 May 1975 Bowling Green,Warren,Kentucky 
2nd GENERATION 
2 Thomas Powell SLAUGHTER: b 7 No v 1882 Glasgow,Barren,Kentucky; m 26 
Dec 1908 Tennessee; d 1 Jul 1941 Bowling Green,Warren,Kentucky 
3 Lula Elma FLORA: b 30 May 1891 Sand Hill,Warren,Kentucky; d 26 Jul 
1982 Bowling Green,Kentucky 
3rd GENERATION 
4 David K. SLAUGHTER: b 7 May 1850 Washington Co. ,Tennessee; m 1873 
Glasgow,Kentucky; d 29 May 1924 Bowling Green , Warren,Kentucky 
5 Sarah Kathern SHADER: b 27 Mar 1858 Glasgow,Barren,Kentucky; d 7 Ju 
1930 Bowling Green,Kentucky 
6 J o hn Wesley FLORA: b 30 Sep 185 0 Richardsville,Warren,Kentucky; m 2 
Jun 1882; d 2 Jan 1943 Sand Hill,Warren,Kentucky 
7 Martha Jane BURNETT : b 24 Jun 1865 Hodgenville, Larue , Kentucky; d 21 
Feb 1956 Bowling Green,Kentucky 
4th GENERATION 
8 Wil liam SLAUGHTER: b 1812 Jasper Co . ,Georgia; m 31 Oct 1834 
Tennessee; d Monroe Co. , Kentucky 
9 El i zabeth MILLER : b 1814 Washington Co. ,Tennessee; d Monroe Co . , 
Kentucky 
10 J ohn SHADER: b Abt 1795 Hanover,Germany; d Glasgow , Barren , Kentucky 
11 Fanny Margaret BRAND: b Abt 1817 Hanover,Germany; d 1880 / 1890 
Glasgow, Barren, Kentucky 
12 He nry J. FLORA: b Oct 1826 Richardsville,Warren,Kentucky; m 18 J un 
1846; d 5 Feb 19 08 Ri c hardsville,Warren,Kentucky 
13 Sarah J. MILLER: b 28 Jun 1825 Warren Co. ,Kentucky; d 30 Oct 189 3 
Richardsville,Warren, Kentucky 
14 Nelson A. BURNETT: b 1834 Knoxville,Knox,Tennessee 
15 Rebecca VERNON: b Abt 1834 Virginia 
5th GENERATION 
16 Henry SLAUGHTER : b 20 Mar 1776 Virginia; d Jasper Co. ,Georgia 
17 Frances KIMBROUGH: b Abt 1780; d Jasper Co . ,Georgia 
24 Adam FLORA: b Abt 1792 Botetourt Co. ,Virginia; m 26 Sep 1819 
Botetourt,Virginia; d Bef 1850 Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
25 Elizabeth MILLER: b 1784 Richmond , Henrico,Virginia; d Warren Co., 
Kentuc ky 
26 David MILLER: b Abt 1778 Virginia; m 2 Sep 1813; d Abt 1835 Warren 
Co. ,Kentucky 
27 Margare t HONAKER: b Abt 1792 Virginia; d Warren Co. , Kentucky 
28 Jeremiah BURNETT: b 1788 Virginia; d Knox CO.? , Tennessee 
29 Sarah CAMPBELL: b Abt 1806 Virginia ; d Knox CO . ?,Tennessee 
6 th GENERATION 
48 John FLORA: b Abt 1760 Germany; d Abt 1825 Virginia 
- ------ ------ ---- -------- - -- -- - -- ------------------------ - --------- -- ---------
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50 Jacob MILLER : b 1751/1755 Virginia; d Warren Co . , Kentucky 
51 Margare t PENNER : b Abt 1760 Virginia; d Warren Co . , Kentucky 
52 Jacob MILLER: b 1751/1755 Virg inia; d Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
------- - ==-~:=~:==~-~~~~~~-~-~~-~~~~-~~=~~~~:~-~- ~:===~-~~~~~=~~~=~~--------7th GENERATION 
102 Christopher PENNER 
106 Christopher PENNER 
==== = ========================================================================= 
THE ELUSIVE ANCESTOR 
I went searching for an ancestor. I cannot find him still. 
He moved around from place to place and did not leave a will. 
He married where a courthouse burned. He mended all his fences . 
He avoided any man who came to take the U.S. Census. 
He always kept his luggage packed, this man who had no fame . 
And ever 20 years or so, this rascal changed his name. 
His parents came from Europe. They should be upon some list 
of passengers to U.S.A. , but somehow they got missed. 
And no one else in this world is searching for this man. 
So, I play genea-solitaire to find him if I can . 
I'm told he's buried in a plot, with tombstone he was blessed; 
but the weather took engraving , and some vandals took the rest. 
He died before the county clerks decided to keep records. 
No Family Bible has emerged, in spite of all my efforts. 
To top it off this ancestor, who caused my many groans, 
Just to give me one more pain , betrothed a girl named JONES. 
(Submitted by Don Burris , Tucson, AZ) 
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PIDICR •• CH.U:T 
:to Aug 19" 
32 -- _. -. -. - •• - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
16 --- ---- -- --- -- - ------ ----- -- ---- --I 
1 8 : 11 --------.------------------------
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ --_ ---- - - - - - - - -- - - -I 0 : 
1 8 : 1 3 4 .------------------- - ------- . - ... 
1 P : 17 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --I 
1 H : B : 15 - .- .------------------- - - -- - • • • • -
4 Olv id L . 811RJUS --------------- - - -- 1 P : 0 : 
8 : Occ U1S / 1I3' 1 0 : 16 ----------------- -- ---------.----
p , .u l l n Co., Xlncucky 1 p . I' ----- - ---·----·--·---------------- 1 
" 12 Jun 1173 1 1 8 : l"I ---------------------------.-----
P 9 ----------------------------------1 0 : 
o 1 4 Aug 191 4 . ; 1 1 1 -------- ----- - ---- ---------.-----
P Bowling Green , Ken t ucky P : 19 -- --------------·--------------·-·1 
2 'rlnxlin Pierce 8IJRJ1.JS .. ---·-----···· 
1 I . 11 Aug IllS 
1 1 SUtler Co., Klntucky 
1 1 H n Jun 19l1 
I I ' 
1 1 ° 14 J "n 1952 
1 1 P ChVI l "nd ,Ohio 
1 I 
0 , ,. B , 0 , 
19 - - _. - - - - - - - - - ••• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
4 0 -- ------ ----- ------- .----- -- .. ---
20 -- - - - - - - - - - - -.-. - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---I 
1 B : 41 
10 Jon"than IRIGHBORS ··-·------------I 0 : 
I 8 : 17,. I 4 2 
1 , Virginil 21 ·-··-·---------·------------------1 




5 Annl Vlctor11 IR IGKBORS-··--------I p , 
B , 
0 , 
• Dec U49 I 0 , AbC 1151 H 8en j l1llln SUBLITT------------·----
P R1verI 1de . Warren , Kentucky 1 p . Nlrren CO . , Kentucky 22 Samuel SUBLB"n'------·-- --·-------- 1 
I 0 : 5 'eb 19l1 l i B : 29 Aug 1776 45 Ilhabech JORDAN----·------·-----




1 Virgll R"y Bl1RJU S-··-·····--··-·-----
1 B, 16 Aug 1914 
1 P : Bowling Greln , N, Kentucky 
1 H ' l) Jul 1934 
1 P : 
I 0 11 reb un 
1 P . Bowling Grlln , N, Kentucky 
I ,lon Virglnh SLAOOIrt'U. - - - - - --
1 SpeN" 
11 Ilhabeth SUBLI'n" -----------------1 0: 14 J an 1866 / 1"7 .. 110 4 
P CAq:lbe ll Co. , Virginia 
° , Butl lr Co , Kln tucky 
I .. 
21 'anny TAYLOR --------- ------------- I 
B, Abt 177 ' 4 7 ----·---·---0---·--·-------··---· 
2 4 JOleph 
1 B : 
41 o.nill SUGGS - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - --
SKAGGS-· --. -- .• -- .------- --I 
reb 1'12 4 9 K&nnah-------- .. -----------------
12 Levi IWIIIIIY SKAGGS------- -------· -I 0 , Aug 1156 
B Sep 1')5 1 SO 
P : Bowling Grlln, Kentucky 25 J ane TlYW --- ---- ------------- --- --1 









6 Ifillhlll Henry SUGGS--··-··-------I P 
I 8 l' ,Jan 1'6) 1 O· " 26 Willi_ H . DlIJUlnT---·------·-----1 I P Bowl i ng Gre.n , w, Klntucky 1 P 
I " 14 J.t.n 11" 1 1 8 , 51 
I P : 




'rancel I U labeth SUGGS- - -. -. - - - - - -. 
8 :2 Jun U'7 
P Pllno, WA rren , Kentucky 
O· 1"1 Jun 1984 
P : Bowl i ng Grlan . Kentueky 
1l I l hAbith OIJRJl.rM' ----·-----·-----·1 0 : Abt 1139 
8 , 18l"1 1 54 .-------.-------- .. -- --- ---------
P : Wlrrln CO . , Klntucky 
° Narren CO .• Kentucky 
27 Sarah - - - - - - -' - -. - - - - - - - - -. - - -- - --- I 
B : 55 -- --------- ------.---------------
0 , 
56 George 0 KARA tS----------· -- ----
21 George O. HARR IS- -----------------I 
1 8 : Abt 1790 57 -----.---.-- ------- --------------
14 JOM Hud,on KARA IS -- - -------------I 0 ' 
1 8 2' Ht.r U17 I 5' 
1 P warr ln Co . Klntueky 29 Blizabeth-- - - --·------------ -- ----I 
1 M, Dee un 8 : 59 
MyrtIa KARAIS -··---------·--------I P 0 : 
8 14 SIP U" 1 ° ) 0 Dec un '0 william LIVlLY-------------------
P N. rrln Co . , Kentuc ky 1 p , wlrren Co . Kentueky )0 GeQrge R LIVlLY ------- --- --- --- --1 
o 7 Aug 1904 1 j B : llrlbll07 51 , PlAno , Narren, Kentucky 15 Sueln 'rAne., 
I 
LIVl.Ly ··----···-----1 D Feb IUS 
HI .. Ind Iddree. ot eu..t-J.ttlr , 
Don Burrie 
1550 I . Spe~wly . 1S1 




I 'l Joelph Reynold, AI.l.COCJ( - - -. - - - - --
11 Lue i nd. R . AI.l.COCJ(- - - .. ----- ------1 
8 . 2. Jan 179' '1 Stilly CAHP8ILL------------------
0 : 11 Sep 1154 
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4 David L. BURRIS- -------------------------I PLACE: 
BORN: Oct 1835/ 1838 I DIED: 
PLACE : Allen Co. , Kentucky I PLACE: 
MARR. : 12 Jun 18 73 I 
PLACE : 9 -----------------------------------
DIED: 14 Aug 1914 BORN: 
PLACE : Bow11ng Green,Kentucky PLACE : , Fra.nklin Pierce BURRIS--------- ---- ------I DIED: 
BORN : ,. Aug 1885 I PLACE : 
PLACE : Butler Co .. Kentucky I 
MAAR , " Jun 1913 I 
PLACE: I BORN: 1798 
DIED: 14 Jan 1952 I PLACE: Virginia 
PLACE : Cleveland. OhlO I MARR. : 6 SI!:P 1821 
5 Anna Victoria NEIGHBORS-- ----------------I PLACE: 
BORN: Dec 1849 I DIED : Abt 1858 
PLACE : Riverside , warren,Kentucky PLACE : Warren Co. , Kentucky 
DIED: 5 Feb 1933 
PLACE : Bowling Green,warren ,Kentucky 11 Elizabeth SUBLETT--·-----···-------
1 Virgil Ray BURRIS-------------·- ··-- -·--- BORN : 180 4 
BORN : 16 Aug 1914 
PLACE : Bowling Green, warren,Kentucky 
MAAR : 23 Jul 1934 
PLACE : 
DIED: 18 Feb 1973 
PLACE : Bowling Green, warren,Kentucky 
!Flo ra Virginia SLAUGHTER····--------·· 
Spouse 
PLACE : Campbell Co. ,Virginia 
DIED: 
PLACE: Butler CO.,Kentucky 
12 Levi Rumsey SKAGGS-----------------
! BORN : Sep 1835 
I PLACE : Bowling Green,Kentucky 
I MARR : 21 Jan 185 5 
6 William Henry SKAGGS---------····-·---·-·! PLACE : 
BORN : 16 Ja.n 1863 I DIED : 
PLACE : Bowling Green. warren ,Kentucky I PLACE : Warren Co. , Kentucky 
MARRo : 14 Jan 1896 I 
PLACE : 13 Elizabeth DURRETT--·---------------
DIED : Jul 19 0 2 BORN : 1837 
PLACE : 
3 Frances Elizabeth SKAGGS-·-·--------····-
PLACE : Warren Co . . Kentucky 
DIED: 
BORN : 2 Jun 1897 
PLACE: Plano,warren,Kentucky 
DIED: 17 Jun 19 84 
PLACE: Bow11ng Green , Kentucky 
Name and address of subm1 tte r : 
Don Burris 
8550 E. Speedway .151 
TUcaon. Arizona 85710 
PLACE : Warren Co. , Kentucky 
14 John Hudson HARRIS ··-·----------·--
BORN : ,. Mar 1817 
PLACE : Warren Co. , Kentucky 
MAAR , , Dec 1865 
., Myrtle HARRIS -----------·----------------I PLACE: 
BORN: 14 Sep 1866 I DIED: 30 Dec 1812 
PLACE: War ren Co .. Kentucky I PLACE : Warren Co. , Kentucky 
DIED: ., Aug 1904 I 
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8 Pierre Louis SOBLET----------------
4 Benjamin SUBLETT--- --------- --- ------- ---I 
BORN : 23 Jan 1733 I 
PLACE : Goochland Co . ,Virginia 
MARR : 24 Jun 1762 
I 
I 
BORN : 1684 / 1686 
PLACE : Protest.ant,Germany 
MARR : Abt. 1122 
PLACE : Henrico Co. ,Virginia 
DIED : 1754 / 1755 
PLACE : Cumberland Co.,Virglnla 
PLACE : Goochland Co .. Virglnia 9 Marti MARTAIN------- ---- -----------
DIED: 1816 BORN : Abt 1688 
PLACE : Wa rren CO . ,Kentucky PLACE : Ardennes,France 
2 Samuel SUBL£TI'------- - -------------------I DIED: 1754 / 1755 
BORN : 29 Aug 1176 I PLACE: CUmberland Co .. Virglnla 
PLACE : I 
~. 1 10 Charles JORDAN---------------------
BORN : PLACE: I 
DIED: 14 J an 1866 /1867 I PLACE : 
~. PLACE : I 
5 Elizabeth JORDAN------------------------- I PLACE: 
BORN : 174 4 /11 4 5 1 DIED : 
PLACE : Goochland Co .. Virginia 1 PLACE : 
DIED : 1 
PLACE : Warren Co .. Kentucky 
1 Ellzabeth SUBLETT ----- ---- -------- ---- ---
11 HELLINAH-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --
BORN : 
BORN : 18 04 
PLACE : Campbell Co .• Virglnla 
MAAR : 6 Sep 1821 
PLACE : 
DIED : 






12 ------------ -------------- ------ - --
1 BORN : 
1 P,-,CE. 
1 MAAR . 
6 ------- --------- --- --------------- -------1 PLACE : 
1 BORN : 1 DIED: 
I PLACE : I PLACE : 
1 MAAR . 1 
I PLACE : 1) -----------------------------------
I DIED : BORN : 
I PLACE : PLACE : 
J Fanny 
BORN : 




PLACE : Warren CO .. Kentucky 
Name and address of submitter : 
Oon Burrls 
8550 E . Speedway . 151 
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4 Daniel SKAGGS--- ----------------- --------I PLACE: 
BORN : Abt 1785 I DIED: 
PLACE : Tennessee I PLACE : 
MAAR , I 
PLACE : 9 --.------ --- ----------- --- ---------
DI ED : Abt 1839 BORN: 
PLACE: Warren Co. , Kentucky PLACE : 
2 Joseph SKAGGS-- -------·---- -- ----------·- DIED : 
BORN : Feb 1812 
PLACE : 
HARR : 12 Dec 18]2 
PLACE : 
DIED: 8 Aug 1856 
PLACE : 
10 --.-----------.---- ---- ------------
BORN : 
PLACE : 
PLACE : MARR : 
5 Hannah- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I PLACE : 
BORN : I DIED : 
PLACE : I PLACE : 
DIED: I 
PLACE : 11 ---------.--------.- .. -------------
1 LeVl Rumsey SKAGGS ------------- ---- ----·- BORN : 
BORN : Sep 18]5 
PLACE : Bov ling Green,Kentucky 
MARK : 21 Jan 1855 
PLACE : 
DIED: 
PLACE : Warren Co. , Kentucky 












I BORN : 
I PLACE : 
I MARR , 
6 _ ___ _____ • ______________________________ -1 PLACE: 
t BORN : I DIED : 
I PLACE : I PLACE : 
I MAAR , I 
t PLACE : 1) ------- ----- -----------------. ---- -
t DIED : BORN : 
t PLACE : PLACE : 
3 Jane TEYN-- -·--------------·- -- ------·---I DIED : 
BORN : Abt 1805 I PLACE: 
PLACE : Yirgim.8 I 
DIED : I 14 ------- --- ---------.------ ..• -. - ---
PLACE : Wa rren Co. ,Kentucky t BORN : 
1 PLACE: 
I I MAAR , 
7 - - _. - - - - - - -. - - - -. - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t PLACE: 
BORN : t DIED : 
PLACE : I PLACE: 
Name and address of submitter : DI ED : I 
Don Burris 
8550 E . Speedway NI SI 
TUcson, Arizona 85710 
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4 George O. HARRIS --------------- --- ------- I PLACE : 
BORN: Abt 1765 I DIED: 
PLACE: Albemarle Co. ,Virginia I PLACE : 
MARR, I 
PLACE: 9 ---------------------------- ------ -
DIED: BORN : 
PLACE: Warren Co. ,Kentucky PLACE : 
2 George O. HARRIS-------------------------I DIED: 
BORN: Abt 1790 I PLACE : 
PLACE: Virgl.nia I 
MAAR , I 1 0 -----------------------------------
PLACE: I BORN : 
DIED: I PLACE: 
PLACE : Warren Co. ,Kentucky I 1 MARR : 
S -----------------------------------------1 PLACE: 
BORN: I DIED: 
PLACE : I PLACE : 
DIED: I 
PLACE : 11 -----------------------------------
1 John Hudson HARRIS-----------------------
BORN: 29 Mar 1817 
BORN : 
PLACE : 
PLACE : Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
MARR : 6 Dec 1865 
PLACE : 
DIED: )0 Dec 1872 






I BORN : 
I PLACE : 
I MARR , 
6 ---------------- -------------------------1 PLACE : 
I BORN: I DIED : 
I PLACE : I PLACE : 
I MAAR , I 
I PLACE: 13 --------------- -------- ------------
I DIED : BORN : 
I PLACE : PLACE: 
3 Elizabeth ------------------ --- -----------[ DIED: 
BORN : I PLACE : 
PLACE : I 
DIED: I 1 4 -----------------------------------
PLACE : War ren Co. ,Kentucky I BORN: 
I PLACE , 
I I MARR , 
., _________________________________________ 1 PLACE: 
BORN: I DIED: 
PLACE: I PLACE; 
Name and address o f submitter : DIED: I 
Don Burrl.s 
8550 E. Speedway WIS1 
Tucson, Arizona 85710 
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4 William LIVELy------- -- ------------------1 PLACE : 
BORN: I DIED ; 
PLACE: I PLACE : 
MARR . I 
PLACE : 9 ---------- ---- ---- -- ------------- --
DIED: BORN : 
PLACE : PLACE : 
2 George R. LIVELy- --------- ----------- ----1 DIED : 
BORN : 23 Peb 1807 I PLACE : 
PLACE : Virginl.a I 
MARR : 19 Oct 1830 I 10 -------------.---------------------
PLACE : I BORN : 
DIED : 9 feb 1885 I PLACE : 
PLACE . I I MARR . 
s -------------- -- -------------------------1 PLACE: 







6 Dec 1865 
IJohn Hudson HARRIS ------------ ------ --
Spouse 
BORN : I DIED : 
PLACE : I PLACE: 
DIED: 









6 Joseph Reynolds ALLCOCX-- ----------------I PLACE : 
) Lucinda R . ALLCOCK· ······················I 
BORN : 28 Jan 1199 
PLACE : Virgin1a 








BORN : 10 Aug 1166 I DI ED : 
PLACE : Amherst Co .. virginia I PLACE : 
MAR.R : 1 Oct 1790 I 
PLACE : Amherst Co .• Virg1nia 
DIED : 19 May 183. 
PLACE : Warren Co .. Kentucky 









7 Stilly CAMPBELL- ------------- -- ----------I PLACE : 
Name and address of submitter: 
Don Burris 
8550 E. Speedway '151 
Tucson. Arizona 85710 
BORN ; 1 Apr 1713 I DIED : 
PLACE: Amherst Co . • Virginia I PLACE : 
DIED : 16 Nov 1848 I 
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1st GENERATION 
1 Virgil Ray BURRIS: b 16 Aug 1914 Bowling Green ,Warren , Kentucky; d 18 
Feb 1973 Bowling Green,Warren,Kentucky 
2nd GENERATION 
2 Franklin Pierce BURRIS: b 18 Aug 1885 Butler Co. ,Kentucky; m 27 Jun 
1913; d 14 Jan 1952 Cleveland,Ohio 
3 Frances Elizabeth SKAGGS: b 2 Jun 1897 Plano,Warren,Kentucky; d 17 
Jun 1984 Bowling Green,Kentucky 
3rd GENERATION 
4 David L. BURRIS: b Oct 1835/1838 Allen Co. ,Kentucky; m 12 Jun 1873; 
d 14 Aug 1914 Bowling Green,Kentucky 
5 Anna Victoria NEIGHBORS: b Dec 1849 Riverside,Warren,Kentucky; d 5 
Feb 1933 Bowling Green,Warren,Kentucky 
6 William Henry SKAGGS: b 16 Jan 1863 Bowling Green,Warren,Kentucky; m 
14 Jan 1896; d Jul 1902 
7 Myrtle HARRIS: b 14 Sep 1866 Warren Co. ,Kentucky; d 7 Aug 1904 Plano, 
Warren,Kentucky 
4th GENERATION 
10 Jonathan NEIGHBORS: b 1798 Virginia; m 6 Sep 1821; d Abt 1858 Warren 
Co . ,Kentucky 
11 Elizabeth SUBLETT: b 1804 Campbell Co. ,Virginia; d Butler Co., 
Kentucky 
12 Levi Rums ey SKAGGS: b Sep 1835 Bowling Green,Kentucky ; m 21 Jan 
1855 ; d Warren Co. , Ke n t u c ky 
13 Elizabeth DURRETT: b 1837 Warren Co. , Kentucky ; d Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
14 John Hudson HARRIS: b 29 Mar 1817 Warren Co. ,Kentucky; m 6 Dec 1865; 
d 30 Dec 1872 Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
15 Susan Frances LIVELY 
5th GENERATION 
22 Samuel SUBLETT: b 29 Aug 1776; d 14 Jan 1866/1867 
23 Fanny TAYLOR: b Abt 1778; d Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
2 4 Joseph SKAGGS: b Feb 1812 ; m 12 Dec 1832; d 8 Aug 1856 
25 Jane TEYN: b Abt 1805 Virginia; d Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
26 William H. DURRETT : d Abt 1839 Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
27 Sara h 
28 George O. HARRIS: b Abt 1790 Virginia; d Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
29 Elizabeth: d Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
30 George R. LIVELY: b 23 Feb 1807 Virginia; m 19 Oct 1830; d 9 Feb 
1885 
31 Lucinda R. ALLCOCK: b 28 Jan 1799 Virginia; d 1 1 Sep 1854 
6th GENERATION 
44 Benjamin SUBLETT: b 23 Jan 1733 Goochland Co . , Virginia; m 24 Jun 
1762 Goochland Co. ,Virginia; d 1816 Warren Co. , Kentucky 
45 Elizabeth JORDAN: b 1744/1745 Goochland Co. ,Virginia; d Warren Co . , 
Kentucky 
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48 Daniel SKAGGS: b Abt 1785 Tennessee; d Abt 1839 Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
49 Hannah 
56 George O. HARRIS: b Abt 1765 Albemarle Co. ,Virginia; d Wa~ren Co. , 
Kentucky 
60 William LIVELY 
62 Joseph Reynolds ALLCOCK: b 10 Aug 1766 Amherst Co. , Virginia; m 7 Oct 
1790 Amherst Co. ,Virginia; d 19 May 1 834 Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
63 Stilly CAMPBELL: b 1 Apr 1773 Amhers t Co. ,Virginia ; d 16 Nov 1848 
Warren Co. ,Kentucky 
7th GENERATION 
88 Pi erre Loui s SOBLET: b 168 4 / 1 686 Prot estant,Ger many; m Abt 1722 
Henrico Co . , Virginia; d 1754/1755 Cumberland Co. ,Virginia 
89 Marti MARTAIN: b Abt 1688 Ardennes,France; d 1754 / 1 755 Cumberland 
Co. , Virginia 
90 Charles JORDAN 
91 HELLINAH 
96 Levi SKAGGS 
112 William HARRIS 
8th GENERATION 
176 Abraham SOBLET: b Ardennes, France; m 31 Mar 1674 France; d Abt 1716 
Manarintowne , Goochland , Virginia 
177 Susanne BRIAN: b Abt 1662 Sedan, Ardennes, France ; d 1714 Manarintowne, 
Goochland ,Virgi nia 
SKGS FALL SCHEDULE 
October 21, 1996 
RESEARCHER AND AUTHOR 
Sandy Goin, Glasgow, KY 
November 18, 1996 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR FALL AND WINTER RESEARCH 
December 16, 1996 
COVERED DISH DINNER 
Remember our new meeting place 
Kentucky Advanced Technology Institute (Center) 
1127 Morgantown Road 
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SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP 
Additions Since Vol. XIX, Issue 3 
Alexander Floyd and Kathy 200 N. Cherokee Ln. Lodi, CA 95240-2415 
Harden Jeanne 592 Alndale Dr. Tallmadge, OH 44278-1412 
Hatfield Shirley 5721 Lee St West Milton, FL 32570-8231 
Heeren Sally and Robert 300 Corncrib Valley Greeneville TN 37745-2166 
Hogan MaryE. 416 Gayle Way Bowling Green, KY 42101-2860 
Jones Mary Lowe 10635 Old Bowling Smith Grove, KY 42171-9221 
Green Road 
King Gail and Stephen P.O. Box 151 Bowling Green, KY 42101"{)151 
Lamb Laura 14001 Bickmeier Rd. Evansville, IN 47711-8595 
Murray Joyce Martin 2921 Daniels Dallas, TX 75205-1515 
Napier Lucile D. 1019 Park St Bowling Green, KY 42101-2523 
Pedigo Joe and Debbie 1210 Christopher Round Rock, TX 78681-7370 
Reid Charles and Patricia 640E. Main Bowling Green, KY 42101-6907 
Richie John S. And Marie 2570 Sunnyvale Grand Prairie, TX 75050-1626 
Runner Wm. A)r and Joanne 40 Druid Hills Dr. Shavertown, P A 18708-1103 
Smith Donna Wilson 407 E. Graham St Bloomington, 11 61701-1836 
Smith James Allen 906 Barclay Ct Champaign, 11 61821-7021 
Smith Nadine 443 Bellevue Dr. Bowling Green, KY 42101-3704 
Turner William W. 22902 Laurelwood Ln Tomball, TX 77375-6924 
Wayman MargaretA II Pierce St Hoquiam, WA 98550-2118 
Weatherford MorretaAnn 2309 Ashland Fort Worth, TX 76107-4261 
Weissinger Nita 1425 Elmhurst Way Bowling Green, KY 42104"{)204 
Young RobertB. P.O. Box 129 Beaumont, CA 92223"{)129 
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS BY THE SOUTHERN KENTUCKY 
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY 
THE LONGHUNTER, 40 pgs, 8 112 x 11, 4 issues per year, stapled, $15.00 per year, pp. Back issues Irom 
1978 are available at $4.00 each. 
THE LONG HUNTER ANCESTOR INDEX, VOL. I, 8 112 x 11 , sft bd, ndxd, lists over 10,000 ancestors and 
spouses 01 SKGS members, 246 pgs, $24.00 plus $2.50 SH. 
THE LONGHUNTER ANCESTOR INDEX, VOL II, 8 112 x 11 , ndxd, hardbound, lists 8400 ancestors and 
spouses 0198 SKGS members, most 01 whom have joined the SKGS since Vol I was published in 1990, 191 
pgs. $27.50 plus $2.50 SH. 
1810 WARREN COUNTY, KY CENSUS, 8 1/2 x 11 , 82 pgs, sft bd, lull name ndx. $17.50 pp. 
These books may be ordered Irom the SOUTHERN KENTUCKY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, PO. Box 1782, 
Bowling Green, KY 42102·1782. Kentucky residents add 6% sales tax. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
The following are reviews of new books which have been donated to the Southern Kentucky 
Genealogical Society. 
THE scorrs -ALL THE FAMILY, compiled by Fern Scott O'Toole. (1989) 
(Donated by Fern Scott O'Toole) 
This softbound volume of approximately 400 pages is Mrs. O'Toole' s recording of the lineage of 
Thomas Scott of Pennsylvania and related families. It contains copies of numerous family group sheets, 
pedigree charts, original records, newspaper clippings and memorabilia. It has excellent family 
photographs which are captioned, that help provide insight into Mrs. O'Toole' s ancestors and their 
lifestyles. Mrs. O'Toole has included copies of correspondence with other genealogists and family 
members to show the cooperative and collaborative effort required to complete this type of work. This 
work will be of interest to the descendants of Thomas Scott and related families. It may be viewed at the 
Kentucky Library on the campus of Western Kentucky University. (Reviewed by Mark Lowe) 
THE 1880 CENSUS OF ALLEN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, compiled by Martha W. Jackson, 
1996. (Donated by Martha W. Jackson) 
This 114 page softboUDd census transcription is another in the useful tools and efforts of preservation 
produced by Mrs. Jackson. This excellent volwne retains the order of the original census records while 
providing a full name index in the back. Mrs. Jackson has included a very helpful introduction to the 
abbreviations and order of information presented. She also points out the problems which may occur in 
census records. This volume should be very helpful to Allen County researchers and will be placed 
beside her other good works. This volume is available for $23.50 postpaid from Martha Jackson, 509 
Pea Ridge Road, Scottsville, KY 42164. (Reviewed by Mark Lowe) 
MAYFLOWER DESCENDANTS 
The Massachusetts Society of Mayflower Descendants has just published a booklet entitled "MayfWwer 
lAst Names/or Tltree Generations, SuntameS and Malden Nanu!S." If you've wondered whether 
one of your families married into the Mayflower families this is an easy way to check. The new book 
costs $5.00 and is available directly from the Massachusetts Society of Mayflower Descendants, 376 
Boylston St, Boston, MA 02116. For more information, you may contact Alicia Williams, editor of the 
society' s magazine, "The Mayflower Descendant," at: 74463.3205@compuserve.com. 
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INDEX 
AARON JamesM 22 BREWER CARPENTER 
Mollie 25 BASS S. R. 25 J. 22 
ADAIR William 23 BRIAN CARROLL 
Blisha 25 BEAUCHAMP Susanne 41 Wm. 14 
William 27 Isaac 13 BRIDGES CARTER 
ADAMS BECKHAM Arm 7 Fannie A. 24 
JamesM 27 Anderson 23 Joseph T. 10 Hugh 24 
William 14,24 Susan J. 23 BRIGGS James A 24 
William Jr. 24 BENBROOK JdmM 23 CASEY 
ALFORD Ezekiel 15 RDben 16 Abner 13 
Mary Jane 23 BENSON BROOKING Samuel 13 
William 23 J. Bryant 23 Sam 15 CASSADAY 
ALLCOCK BEmEL BROOKS HIIU)' 10 
Joseph R.eyooIds LarIrin 25 Boaz 20 Susan 10 
34, 39, 41 BILLINGSLEY Thomas 8 CASSADY 
Lucinda R. 34, 39, 40 Jane 8 BURGS Hester 10 
ANDERSON Joim 6, 27 Brother 8 CELSOR 
Vincent 16, 18,27 Malinda 27 BURMAN HIIU)' 8 
ANDREWS BIRGE Jdm 8, 13, 27 CHAFLINE 
JoimA 26 James 13 W. W. 25 W. 27 
ARMSTRONG BLAKEY BURNETT CHAPMAN 
R. 8 Jas. M 8 Jeremiah 28,29,32 D. S. 23 
ARNEIT BLANKENSHIP ManhaJane EmmaL. 23 
NIIIhan 8 Levi! 6 28,29,30,31 ,32 ll, C. 27 
ARNOLD BLEWETT Nelsoo A StlInford 6 
L. P. 25 JamesL. 6 28,29, 30, 32 CllASTEEN 
ATCHISON MariabJane 6 BURRIS J. 7 
Belle 27 BLOCH DavidL 34,35, 40 Peter 7 
Mrs. ll 25 A 26 Franklin P. 34,35, 40 CLACK 
ThomasA 25 BLYTIm Virgil Ray Sterling 25 
William 25 NancyJ. 20 28, 29,30,34, 35,40 CLAPP 
ATKINSON BOLSTON BURTON Adam 20 
Jdm 8 JoIm 7 Bell 22 CLARK 
W. B. 23 BOON Wm.R 11 James 25 
AUSTIN JoIm 15 BUIU!R Levi 6 
C.ll 24 BOWLES Rdlea:a 10 M 6 
Pearle 24 lbos. 16 BUl1..EY Silas II 6 
BAILEY BOYCE HIIU)' 10 CLAYPOOL 
Fred 22 Deaoon 7 BUTRUM David 10 
W. M 22 TheopbiJus 16 J. 8 E1iubeIh 10 
BAILY BRAND CALDWELL George 10 
B. 25 Fanny Margaret S. 14 Joim S. 10 
BAKER 28,32 CAMP Margaret 10 
Edward 8 BRATTON Hardin 7 Rachel 10 
Joseph 8 Adam 15,26 CAMPBELL Stephen 10 
BARBER BRAWNER D. B. 26 CLAYTON 
Jdm 27 E1iubeIh 23 Margaret 26 Augustin 7 
BARCLAY Isaac 23 Ora 26 Wm. 7 
Samuel 14, 16, 18,25 BREAUlETT Samuel 18 COCHRAN 
Virginia 25 Joim 13,14 Sarah 28,29,32 D. J. 24 
BARNES BREEDING Stilly 34, 39, 41 COCKRELL 
ElizabeIh 26 Shelby 26 CANON Joim 19 
BARNEIT S. T. 26 Joim 15 Katherine 19 
Florence A. 22 BREEDLOVE CARDWELL Prestley 19 
James 22 NIIIhan 23 Lelah L. 24 COLE 
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INDEX, Cont'd 
Cas10r 22 Jos .• 22 lacob 7 Lucy 27 
1. W. 22 DEWESE Sarah 7 FROST 
S. Wen 22 Cornelius 8 EMERSON Annie 22 
COLEMAN DIAL Zachariah 8 GAINES 
FIoronce N .• 26 lames 20 ESTES AT. 24 
1. P. 26 DICKERSON NIIlC)' M 25 GALLOWAY 
COMFORT AC. 25.26 EUBANK Abnham 22 
GR 22 DIXON Jdm 17.18 OwIes 22 
Maggie 22 101m 16 EVANS Hardin T. 22 
CONNER 1.w. 10 Aim ... 15 lames 22 
Mordicai 14 DODD Bluford A 20 Ieff 22 
COOKE MIs. Ida 23 EWING 101m W. 22 
Ike 25 DONAlDSON OwIesF. 26 1ost¢ T. 22 
JdmW. 17 RB. 26 Ht.ruy 18 Marshall 22 
CORAM Presley 16 lamesF. 26 SamN. 22 
Ownpin 17 DOSS Mary 26 Sarah A D. 22 
COSBY ? 7 MaryV. 26 T. B. 22 
Sarah A. 23 DOUGHIY MIs. Nettie 26 Thomas 22 
SII'Ih G 23 Daniel 14,17 FANNY T. T. 22 
COVINGTON lames 7 Margaret 30 Wesley 22 
Elijah 16 Jnsrcn 17 FELAND W. M 22 
F. 23 DRAKE Wm 14,17 GALVIN 
1.G 26 OwIes 26 W. O. 14 Addie 22 
COX DUCKETT FERGl!RSON Ht.ruy L. 22 
Jdm 19 Jdm 10 MI. 23 GAMBLI! 
Samuel 17 Nancy 10 FLORA 1.A 22 
CRAIG DUDLEY Adam 28,29, 31 GAMMEL 
C. T. 23 Ambrose 4 Ht.ruy 1. IamesR. 22 
Elijah 4 DUNAVAN 28,29,30,31,32 MallhewL. 22 
1csepb 4 Delia 22 Jdm 28,31 ,32 GANN 
Lewis 3,4 DUNCAN 101m Wesley Daniel F. 22 
CRANE Alfred 10 28. 29,30,31,32 GANO 
P. M 25 Oliver 10 LulaE1ma 28,29,30 John 4 
CRAWFORD R. C. 22 MaryV. 26 G.ANT 
Thomas 7 W. E. 23 FLOWERS Cornelius 22,23 
CREEK DUNN Orson 7 Isuc 1. 23 
Abram 1. 14 kbecca 23 FOLEY John 23 
CROSTHWART William 27 Palina 24 GARDNER 
Sam. 14 DURHAM FOU.IN AB. 23 
CURD G W. 24 John 26 America 1. 23 
Willis 17 W. W. 23 FORni AsaB. 23 
DALLAM DURRETT William C. 22 Bedford F. 23 
W. S. 15 Elizabeth 34,35,40 FOX Bedford T. 23 
DANCE William R 34,40 John 16 Benjamin 23 
MIs. C. C., 25 EARLY FOYDSDEN Benjamin F. 23 
DAVIDSON Jdm 8 101m 7 Bluford 1. 23 
AI"" 7 EARNEST FRAKER Daniel 23 
DAVIS Thomas 8 E1izabeth 14 Edward A 23 
L. N. 23 EDWARDS Michael 14 Ht.ruy 23 
DEARING Andrew 8 FRANCEWAY Henry P 23 
Miles 11 Brice 24 Joseph 6 HenryY. 23 
DEVIN Louisa 23 FRANKLIN lames 23 
AlCO<BDdec 5 Susan 24 101m 13 lames E. 23 
DEVRIES EllJS Susarmah 13 1. R. 23 
F. 27 Chas. 15 FREEMAN 101m Alford 23 
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INDEX, Cont'd 
Mrs. Alice 23 B. B. 25 FrankW. 27 Sidney A. 23 
N. R 23.24 Benjamin 25 GUALTNEY GREER 
R. T. 23 C. A. 25 Alfred 27 Smith 7 
R.obert T. 23 Caleb 25 GreenB. 27 GRIDER 
T. T. 23,24 David R. 25 Scarlett 27 JoImR 27 
William 7,13,23 Effie 24 GAUTIER J. S. 26 
William R 23 Hezekiah A. 26 F!1InCis 27 Martin 27 
William S. 24 JamesM 26 Nicholas 27 GRINSTEAD 
GARLAND James R. 25 GEDDES Barth 24 
James F. 24 Joim 25,26 James 27 Frances 24 
Joseph Rice 24 JoImM 26 GEE Sandi 24 
R.obert F. 24 John, Sr. 26 William 27 Thomas 24 
Thomas R. 24 Joim W. 26 GERAIU> GRUB 
GARMAN Jooathan 25,26 FrankC. n Woody 8 
JamesM 24 Jooathan E. 26 GILBERT GRUBBS 
GARMON Joseph 23,26 1. W. 24 Moody 8 
Blackstcne 24 Lucien 26 GILMORE RACK 
G. C. 24 LW. 26 F!1InCis 13 Andrew 8, 20 
Jacob 24 Marl< 26 Joseph 13 CaIherine 20 
James I 24 Samuel Y. 26 Patrick 13 Dorinda 20 
JamesM 24 T. C. 25 GIPSON Elizabeth 20 
1.1. 24 William 26 Sandi Frances E. 27 George 20 
J. R. 24 GARllOTT GLASS Hulda 20 
Joim T. 24 Betsy 25 J. 8 Jooathan 20 
Webb 24 Presley 25 Michael 18 Joseph 20 
GARNER GARTH GLASTON Nicholas 20 
Charles 24 W. E. 26 1. 8 Pbillip 20 
GARNET GARVIN GOODE RuIh 20 
Betty 24 Benjamin 26 Samuel 13, 15,23 William 20 
Presley 24 Benjamin R 26 GOODNIGHT RADDBN 
GARNETT Charles T. 26 Isw: II. 14 Wm. 16 
Amos 20 W. Virgil 26 Michael II HAINBS 
Henry 25 GARY GOTT C. 23 
James 25 Ed 26 AdamS. 21 RALEY 
Robert S. 2S Henry 26 AndrewL 21 B. 8 
GARllARD Joim S. 26 Christine E. 21 HALL 
James 4 Richard 26 CreedF. 21 Neal 23 
GARRET William 26 EIizabedt J. 21 Permelia 23 
1. 8 GASLIN EdwlW. 21 RALSELL 
GARRETT JcIm 27 Joim 23 E. M 6 
Elijah 25 GASSOWAY Joim J. 24 MaryE. 26 
Henry 25 Eli D. 27 Joseph E. 21 William 26 
Hezelriah 25 Eli J. 27 Richard 21 HAM 
James 25 G.A. 27 SimmP. 24 MF. II 
Jesse 25 GATEWOOD GRADERS Mordecai F. 6 
N. S. 25 Fleming 13 Henry 13 T. J. 24 
Shubell 25 William 13,14,18 GRAHAM Tobias J. 6 
William 25 Willillm90ll 27 Alexander 14 HAMBRIGHT 
W. E. 25 GATTON Frances 26 Col. James 5 
W. N. 25 BriceD. 27 J. R 25 Sally 5 
W. P. 25 Thomas 27 GRAVES HAMILTON 
GARRISON GAUGH Phoebe 19 Sandi J. 21 
Abigail 25 Isw: 27 GREATIiOUSB HAMMILL 
Anna 26 Jooathan 27 JcIm S. 25 AdamC. 26 
Arthur 25,26 GAULT Sam. 8 EIizabedt 26 
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HAMMONS HEllJNAH HUBBAltD Charles 41 
Irvin D. 19 ? 41 EIizabeIh 27 EIizabeIh 34,36,40 
Kate 19 HENDERSON Ephraim 16 Joshua 26 
Maggie 19 W. 23 HUDNAll Samuel 16 
TOOl 19 HENDRICK HT. 22 Thomas 25 
HAMPTON lames 15 1. W. 24 1UDGIl 
Benjamin 17 Obadiah 16 HUDSON Polly 26 
101m 15 HENDRICKS G.H 24 JUSTICE 
HANCOCK Tabitha 25 HUGHES Elizabeth 22 
Noncy1. 24 WilliamR. 25 Thomas 18 1. A 22 
HANERS HENRY HUNT Mary 22 
Harmoo 14 llCOb 8 1. S. 24 KEAlHLBY 
HANES HERDMAN HUNl1!R llCOb 16 
CIwIoIteT. 23 lamesM 24 Hawkins 17 KEI!L 
lamesP. 24 HES11!R HURT BroIb ... 8 
101m 23,24 1.H 25 MalhisG. 19 lames 14 
Me.diel_ 23 LuvmiaA 25 INGRAM lmeF. 23 
HAItDCASTLE HICKMAN AliceA 22 101m 8, 14,27 
lmeE. 26 William 4 IRVINE Mariah 27 
Mary 26 HIGHSMITII William 26 KEl1H 
HAltDWICK lbos. 14 ISBElL MaryA 23 
1. F. 23 HIGHTOWER 1 8 KELLY 
HARPOLE 101m 5, 25 R. 22 W. e. 6 
101m 22 HILL lACKSON KENNEDY 
MlrgaretV. 22 Nalban 10, I I Col. Burwell 16 Richard 22 
HARIU!LL HOBSON lames 24,27 KEIUl 
Rhoda 20 10naIhm 14, 18 101m 16, 24, 27 D. F. 22 
Robert 27 HOLCOMB MaryE. 27 KIDD 
BARRINGTON OIls. 18 Mimie 24 Bettie 27 
llCOb 14 leremillh 16 William 22 KIMBLE 
HARIUS 10naIhm 5 W. L. 22 Owles 22 
David 26 Minnie 5 JENKINS KIMBROUGH 
GcorJ!e 22 HOLDEN lL. 26 Frmces 28,29,32 
GcorJ!eO. Catherine 21 R 25 KINNAIRD 
34,38, 40, 41 HOLLOWAY 10HNSON L. S. 27 
lamesH 24 llCOb 18 BmjaminC. 13, 18 KIRKPATRICK 
1000 Hudson 10naIhm 18 Frmcis 18 Tabitha 17 
34,35, 38,40 HONAKER Noel 6, 10 William 17 
1oImL. 24 101m 27 Scab 6 KUYKENDAll 
luliaAmmda 24 Margaret TODdy 6 &oIaW. 23 
Myrt!e 34, 35,40 28, 29,31 , 32 10NES 1. 1 23 
S. O. 6 HOOD OWiaL. 26 LACOSTI! 
William 38, 41 Hmry 26 ElJaD. 26 P. l . 27 
William L. 26 1000 16 Felix 19 LACT 
HASKELL lu1iaArm V. 26 F. l . 23 Catherine 22 
E. M 10 Otbo 15 HC. 26 T. H 22 
HATCHER HOWAltD Hemy 27 LAMBERT 
Por1er 22 Owl .. 10 Hubbard 23 William W. 22 
HATFIELD Eliz.abeIh 27 IdaF. 23 LAMME 
HeruyL. 19 Hmry J3 lames 19 Nanc:y 17 
HAYNES lames 27 101m 23 Samuel 17 
William 20 101m 13 KittyH 19 LANCE 
HAYS HOWElL RE. 26 William 7 
R. 1. 24 G. F. 10 JORDAN LARMON 
SUSIlI E 24 Mose 10 Betsy 25 HIl8h 24 
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LAlHAM LUCAS 1.M 24 MILLIGAN 
Wtlliam 16 SarV> 27 R. T., 2S J. 8 
LAUIU!NCE LUNSFORD MCCOOL MITCHELL 
Adam, Jr 20 William 22,24 C. C. 6 AsaT .• 13 
Adam, Sr. 20 LYLE Hsuy 22 OuIrIes 26 
David 20 J_E. 24 MCDONALD James 8,23 
George 20 LYLES Angus 17 101m 13 
101m 20 hbec:ca 26 MCELROY William 7,14 
1osql/l 20 LYON C. U. 26 MOON 
NIIIC)' 20 AP. 24 MCELWAIN J. 8 
Plllilllce 20 Fme 22 ADDe 22 MOORE 
Polly 20 HP. 22 MCFADDEN Levi 16 
lluIh 20 LYlH S. J. 22 Samwoi 13 
Susmnab 20 101m 3 MCFADIN MOORMAN 
Wtlliam 20 MADISON Elias 1. 13 Joim 8 
LAWLESS MB. 22 Samwoi 18 MOREHEAD 
Bllljamin 17 n.oma. 13 MCGINNIS Annisteod IS,16 
LAWLOR MANARD NIIIC)' 20 OuIrIesR. IS 
Michoel 27 Joim 26 MCGREADY C. W. 2S 
LAWRENCE MANCO James 3 Ella 1. 2S 
Abram 16 Websta- 2S MCHENDRUE P. 27 
Franklin 24 MANLEY Bridget 27 MORREL 
LAWSON George 24 MCINTOSH MllliJdaA 24 
A1<o< 26 MANNEN 101m 24 William 24 
FrmkieMlby 26 Ermine 2S Margaret 24 MORlllS 
U!E 1. D. 2S MCMURRY AndrewL. 24 
S. L. 22 MANSFIElD Elizabedl II Jialb 18 
U!ET William 24 MCNEAL Pbilip 16 
Eizabecb 2S MAIUCBR n.oma. 8 ZIdwiIh 24 
H.moh 2S 101m 16, 18 W. L. 23 MORRISON 
LBWIS MARSH MCNEEL AndrewL. 24 
FIIlI:)' IS Caroline 27 OlDie! 16 Jacob 18 
Isuc:O. IS MARTAIN 1000 IS, 16, 18 Pbilip 16 
JoImW. 26 MII1i 36,41 MEI!K Thales IS 
W. M 2S MARTIN n.oma. 17 ZIdwiIh 24 
UGGI!1T An::hibald 13 MELTON MORROW 
Jomes IS 101m 7 Elisba 2S Orson S 
UGHI1'OOT Upshaw 13 Polly 2S MORTON 
SarV> A E. 22 MASTER Sally 2S J_ 2S 
W. O. 22 James 16 MEUTZ MOSS 
UVELY MASTERS Ed 26 DruciJJ.18 
GeorgeR. 34, 39, 40 James 16 MICOlLO Hsuy 26 
Susan Frmces RichardC. 22 James 16 Joim 18 
34, 3S, 39, 40 MATI.OCK MIDDLETON MUNKLE 
William 34, 39, 41 C. E. 6 Oiey 13,18 C. A 26 
UVlNGSTON MAXEY n.oma. 13, IS, 17, 18 MURRAY 
L. D. 26 Jomes 8 MILLER. Willie V. 24 
lLOYD MAY Adam IS MURRELL 
Samwoi 24 101m 7 David 28,29,31,32 Sam 16 
LOCKE MCCAY Eljzahdb MURRY 
Jialb 7 James IS 28,29,30,31,32 W. E- 23 
LOGAN MCCLURE Jialb 28,31 , 33 NAYROCKER 
1osql/l S Josiah IS L.R. 2S Wtlliam 24 
LOWE Sally IS Samwoi A 20 NEEL 
William 7 MCCONNEll SarV> J. 29,30, 32 Hannah 24 
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lames 16 Margaret 28,31,33 PUCKIITl' leremiah 10 
101m 16,24 PEREGOIS I!phraim 13,14,15 SCHROADER 
PIIsy 24 1cseph 19 PUI'NAN B. N. 27 
NEIGHBORS PIlRKINS Thomas 15 G.. N. 2S 
Anna V. 34,35,40 1~ 18 QUISENBERRY SCRIVENER 
Jonathan PERRY lobn 18 Isu<: 24 
34,3S, 36,40 George 26 RAGLAND SCIUVNl!R 
NEW PIITERS Sallie 26 lamesD. 24 
lames 15 L. C. 22 RANSDALL MaryE. 24 
Nancy IS PHELPS Morton 18 SEARS 
NEWGIlN Mrs. 101m 22 Polly 16 Anderson 10 
JoIm 18 PIERCE Wbortm 16 Francis 10 
NOEL Katherine 22 RAlHER SELF 
Cyrena 22 PIKE lomee 10 I. W. 26 
NORFLEIIT B. 22 RAY William 26 
Keziah 10 JoIm 22 JoIm 13,26 SHACKELFORD 
NUNNELLY POPE JoImC. 16 BeIBy 16 
Sally 19 Richard 26 RECTOR William 13, 14, IS , 16 
OWEL PORTER Lon 1. 26 SHADER 
I. C. 23 E. ll 22 REDFORD 101m 28,29,30 
OWENS ElizaF. 10 1. F. 22, 23 Sanh Katherine 
Elbel 24 Hanieue 23 REESE 29,30 
IIIDeS 8 101m 14, IS Abram.lr. 17 SHARP 
OWINGS L. B. 23 Abram. Sr. 17 Leander I . 14 
Richard 5 Royal 13 RICE SoIomao 13, 14 
PADGI!1T Lu1berD. 10 David 3 SHAW 
Mary 27 POSEY RICHARDS S. M 23 
PAGI! Rljubedt 20 JoIm 22 SHELTON 
B. F. 24 Humpbrey 20 RICHARDSON JoImBass 6 
F. F. 10 POIIER Richard IS SHIPLEY 
PA11UCK Arm 14, 17 RICKMAN F. M 2S 
JoIm 14 IamesC. 6 JoIml0 SIMMONS 
Sanh 14 Lewis 17 RILEY AIfred 6 
William 14 MC. 6 MM 24 Otie 22 
PATI1!RSON PI_ 23 ROBB William 16 
BJjzahetb Arm 27 R.G. 11 Phillip N. 27 SISK 
Hush 1. 27 Thomas 14,17 ROBINSON Martin IS 
PAYNE W. I. 26 Ollis. 8 SKAGGS 
T. Hawley 23 POTTS David 13 Daniel 34,37,41 
Tu1IyR. 18 Jonathan 14 ROGBRS Fronces Eli.z.abeth 
William R. 16,17 POWELL Thomas IS 34,3S,40 
PEARSON JoImW. 13, 17 ROLAND 1cseph 
Nancy 10 PRES1LEY CaIy 17 6, 10, 34,37, 40 
William 10 Margaret 19 1cseph 17,18 Levi 37, 41 
PENDERGRAST PREWETI Katherine 18 Levi Rumsey 
Patrick 27 lames 2S RONE 34, 35,37, 40 
PENDUITON PRICE I . L. 2S S. G. 24 
I. M 8 Daniel 16 ROUNTREE William II 34, 35, 40 
Sanh IS RDbert 13 JoIm 13 SKILES 
PENICK Sally 13 RUNNER William 20 
Cassandra 2S PROCTER. Polly 27 SKINNER 
Ieremiah 2S William A 10 SANDERS Alexander 16 
Thomas 24 PRUnT Patrick 17 SLATE 
PENNER. lames 25 Sally 17 W. C. 23 
OuisIopher 33 Nance E. 25 SATIERFiELD SLAUGHil!R 
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David 28, 29, 30,32 J. V. 26 TIlRRY WAIL 
Flora Virginia S'illWARD N. G. 8 George \3 
29, 30,32, 34,35 Batjamin 7 ll!YN WALLACE 
Henry 28, 29,32 OwIes 18 Jane 34, 40 Jemima 16 
ThomasP. Sl1LL mOMAS Robert 16,17 
28,29, 30, 32 William 7 RK.. 27 Tabitha 16,17 
William STOCKTON Sarah 19 Wall. 16 
28,29,30,32 R. B. 8 WilliamR 8 William 17 
SLEDGI! STONE mOMPSON m 7 
Henry 23 Barten 3 Efram 25 WAlSH 
SMAllHOUSE Daniel \3 JcIm 8 Margaret 27 
Ed 26 STORY Lettia 25 Thomas 27 
Myrtle 26 Fli 25 Lucy 25 WARDER 
SMI1H Robert 25 St<pb<n 25 William 8 
Adam 20 STRADER mORTON WARREN 
Brittan 23 Conrad 20 Aatm 8 David 14 
Cora 22 STRANG!! THURMAN Lillie 22 
Daniel 8 EIizabech 23 1. B. 27 Mary 14 
Frances 24 William R. 23 TINDER William 22 
J. F. 27 STIJBBLI!FII!LD William S. \3 WATSON 
HenryF 26 Robert 22 TINSLEY Joeb 14 
JIalb 18 SUBurrr JobnN. 26 WATT 
Jobn 7,25 llaJjamin 34,36, 40 TI1RLY Samuel 27 
Jobnc. 8 EIizabech Paul 25 WEAnIERSPOON 
LeeAnnB. 2S 34, 3S, 36, 40 Polly 2S G. 10 
LucindaK.. 2S Samuel 34,36,40 TIJRNl!Il WEBB 
MM 22 SUUNAN Cornelius 18 AlbertR 27 
NamieB. 27 Ell ... 27 Ed. 8 C. M 8 
SoIomcn 20 SWIMMBY Edwud 7, 18 WBSI' 
T. P. 27 Thomas 1. 8 Fielding 36 Geo. W. 20 
Thomas 8 TALBERT LucreIia 18 WHALIN 
William V. 19 llaJjamin 27 Reuben 26 James 2S 
SNODGRASS James 27 Rhoda 26 WHEELl!R. 
Joe. 16 TAYLOR TIJRNJSH MIr1ba Prud. 27 
SOBLET Alfred G. 8 WID. \8 William R 27 
Abrabam 41 0wI1l8 E. 6 TYGIlET WHITAKER 
Pierre Louis 36, 41 FIOD)' 34, 36,40 Ann Eliza 24 Elbert 24 sourn Jobn 4, IS B. T. 24 WHI11! 
J. F. 22 Jobn P. 8 UPfON C. L. 24 
SPANN Jobn Prevot 27 Ab 26 RB. 2S 
Aatm 24 Joseph 8,27 VANCE Katie 2S 
SPIlINKLIl LauC. 6 Benjamin 14 Polly 2S 
JclmM 20 MaryAnn 27 VAUGHN WHrILOW 
SPUlUUER Mcses 8 James A IS Wiatt 23 
Dennis 26 W. C. 8 VERNON WHlTIlNGIDLL 
STAGNER W. E. 8 James 27 AN. 6 
JclmA 2S Willilnt Joseph 27 Rebecca Belle 22 
MaryS. 2S 11!MPLE 28,29, 30, 32 WIGGINGrON 
STANFORD Batjamin IS, 16 VONTRESS W. O. \3 
Lucas 16 lllMPLETON Samuel 23 WILKINS 
STARK Samuel 27 VOYLES Owl .. 14 
OwIes 24 lllMPLIN L. R 6 J. C. 8 
S11!I!LE Torah 3 WALKER Rebecca 22 
J. T IS TERN Federal 17 WILLIAMS 
STEVENS Jane 37 James 7 Adelia 22 
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W. H 8 101m 17 Hemy 16 Georze 7 
WILSON Rugby 17 Otbo 13 LauraD. 27 
ElizaM 2S Sally 17 WORK Rawleigb 6 
Hester 26 William 17 Anna 17 Tbomas 7 
SlIItuei 2S WITHERSPOON SlIItuei 17 Wesley 6 
WINGFIELD Y. 23 WORlHINGfON YOUNG 
Belsey 17 wm Est. 20 Lucy 2S 
ChIs. 17 y.x. 6 WRIGHT W. C. 2S 
llCOb 17 WOOD Fnmk 24 William 13 
lames 17 
ELLIS ISLAND 
If asked ''In what state is Ellis Island?" most of \IS would answer New York. But lawyers from the Stale of 
New Jersey might ten \IS that we were iDcorm:t. And, if they are successful in presenting their case to the 
Supreme Court we may have to start saying Ellis Island, New Jersey. A hearing is underway before a 
special master appointed by the Supreme Court, but the decision, which is subject to review by the full court, 
could be years away. So, there is no need to start changing all those port of immigration entries in your 
database just yet. 
"'We feel simply that New York has usurped a piece of New Jersey's property, and the old records prove 
fairly conclusively that this is New Jersey land," says Hope A1swang, the New Jersey Historical 
Commission's executive director. "'We're closer. More than I Y. miles closer, in fact - the island lies about 
1,300 feet off Jersey City's shores and two miles from Manhattan Island" In the 1800's the Empire Stale 
claimed sovereignty over the entire Hudson River, right up to New Jersey's beaches, says MichaelJ. 
Birkner, a history professor at Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania. To get New York off its back, New 
Jersey signed a pact in 1843 giving New York, among other things, Ellis Island - a mere 2.75 acres at the 
time. 
In return, New York agreed to recognize New Jersey' s sovereignty over all submerged land on its side of 
the Hudson. New Jersey maintains that includes 25 acres originally underwater but filled in the 1890s when 
the federal government expmdOO Ellis Island to accommodate more immigrants. TIle landfill makes up 90 
percent of Ellis Island New Jersey says it's on the New Jersey side of the island and New York must give 
it up. New York insists the pact gave the island to the city. 
Ellis Island also depends on New Jersey for utilities. When the National Park Service once considered 
abandoning ferry service between the island and Liberty State Park on the New Jersey "mainland," the 
mayor of Jersey City threatened to shut off all water, electric, sewer and communications services. New 
Jersey "should not have to be the orphan on the other side of the Hudson," he declared. 
(Submitted by Betty B. Lyne) 
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS FROM LONGHUNTER MEMBERS 
HARDIN COUNTY, ILLINOIS DEATHS 1884 ·1919 & NOTES FROM THE PLEASANT 
HILL CHURCH REGISTER, Hard Cover· 177 pages indexed. Price $25.00 PP. 
The death records contained in this book were copied from the Hardin Co., IL Death 
Registers· 1 & 2 at the Co. Clerk's office, Elizabethtown, and include the years 1884 -
1919. These records include the deceased's date of death, age, place of birth , cause of 
death, physician and undertaker and the place of burial. 
Annotations have been added to some of the text which provides the researcher with 
more facts on the deceased individual and his family. 
Pleasant Hill Church Register notes give the date of an individual's acceptance, baptism, 
transfer and dismissal, and also a few early marriages and deaths. 
Order from Marion Lavender Reynolds , P.O. Box 352; Harrisburg, IL 629~352 
(Phone 618-252-3442) . 
Other books available from the same author: HARDIN CO., ILLINIOS NEWSPAPER 
ABSTRACTS VOL.11871 ·1889 and HARDIN CO., ILLINOIS NEWSPAPER 
ABSTRACTS VOL. 111890 -1908; EARLY NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS OF HARDIN 
CO., (From Uncle Geo. Lavender's Scrapbooks) ; and GASKINS FUNERAL HOME 
RECORDS OF HARRISBURG, SALINE CO.,IL 1947-55 (With obits & annotations) . 
Hard Cover $29.00 - Soft Cover $24.00. Postage Paid . Prices & availability subject to 
change . 
RED RIVER COUNTY, TEXAS DEED ABSTRACTS ; VOLUME ONE,1835·1846 
contains parts of areas which became Bowie, Cass, Famnin, Grayson, Lamar, Marion, 
Hunt, Hopkins, Morris, Franklin , Titus, Collins & Cooke. Compiled by Joyce Martin 
Murray. 
RED RIVER COUNTY, TEXAS DEED ABSTRACTS; VOLUME TWO -1846-1855, 
Compiled by Joyce Martin Murray. 
For purchasing information contact Joyce Martin Murray, 2921 Daniels , Dallas , TX 
75205. 
We value your opinion. Please take a few moments and complete this 
survey, and return with your membership renewal. 
What areas of the SKGS were the most beneficial to you? 
In what areas would you like to see more programs? 
_ _ Genealogical Skill-Building 
__ Local History 
_~Historical Locations 
__ Other ____________________________________________ __ 
Please rate the following from 1 to 10 - with 1 being poor and 10 being excellent. 
__ Regular Monthly Meetings 
__ Longhunter Quarterly 
__ President's Perspective 
__ Pioneer Cemetery Tour 
__ Officers and Chairpersons communicate activities effectively 
Explain or offer suggestions. 
\ ~ 0.(,::. 
I would like to see the SKGS creah! 'special sessions to cover the following: 
_ Gen. Computer Software __ Genealogy & Internet _ Beginning Genealogy 
_Ethnic Group Study (Afro-American, German, etc.) __ National Archives 
_Regional Group Study (Community, Part of County, Cemetery, County Lines) 
_ State Archives _ Organizing Gen Files and Records _ Lineage Societies 
Please share any other improvements or suggestions. Thank you for your time and 
interest. 
DUES REMINDER 
Annual membership dues for the Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society are due on January 1 st of each year. 
This is the last issue of the Longbunter that will be published for 1996. The first issue for 1997 will me mailed 
in January, 1997 to those members who have paid their 1997 dues. 
In order to keep your membership continuous, please complete the form below and mail it along with your check 
or money order for 515.00 to: 
The Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society 
P. O. BoI 1782 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42102-1782 
Checks should be made to the Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society 
Please list the surnames you are researching. Also, fill out the survey form on the back of this page. Information 
from the surveys will be used in pJanning future programs of the SKGS. 
N~~~~, ________________________________________________________ __ 
Addns ________________________________________________________ __ 
~ ____________________________ .sm~~ ___ ~pCooe. ______________ _ 
Pbone Number _______________________ EMail Number ____________________ _ 
Surnames you are researching (in order ofpriority) ________________________________ _ 
IS;OD 
1997 Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society Dues E:DO $_ - --
__ Copy/copies of 1810 Warren County KY Census sftbd, 82 pgs, $17.50 pp $, _____ _ 
__ Copy/copies of Longbunter Ancestor Index, I sftbd, 246 pgs, $26.5Opp $ _____ _ 
__ Copulcopies ofLongbunter Ancestor Index, II, hdbd 191 pgs, $30.00pp $ ___ _ 
Total $ ___ _ 
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS FROM LONGHUNTER MEMBERS 
RAYMER ROOTS, 8 1/2 x 11,15 pgs, 2 issues per yr, stapled, $6.00 per year, pp. Order 
from Lloyd Raymer, 405 Austin Raymer Rd., Bowling Green, KY 42101 . 
SUMNER CO., TN MARRIAGES, 1839·1875, 220 pgs, 8 1/2 x 11 , sft bd, ndxd $27.00 pp. 
Order from Mrs. Sue Spurlock, 537 L. C. Carr Rd ., Bowling Green, KY 42101 or from Mrs. 
E. W. Stinson, 615 Fairdale Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42103. 
DEED ABSTRACTS· WARREN CO., KY, 1797·1812, 147 pgs 6x10 hrd bd, ndxd, $30.00 
DEED ABSTRACTS· WARREN CO., KY, 1812·1821,204 pgs 6x1 0 hrd bd , ndxd, $32 .50 
DEED ABSTRACTS· SUMNER CO., TN, 1793·1805, 175 pgs 6x10, hrd bd, ndxd, $30.00 
DEED ABSTRACTS· SUMNER CO., TN, 1806·1817, 192 pgs 6x10 hrd bd, ndxd, $30.00 
DEED ABSTRACTS • WILLIAMSON CO., TN 1799·1811 (includes present counties of 
Maury, Giles, and part of Lawrence) hrd bd, ndxd, $30.00 
DEED ABSTRACTS· LOGAN CO., KY, 1792·1813, (includes parts of present counties of 
Simpson, Todd, Butler, Warren, Muhlenberg, Christian, Allen, Hopkins, Barren, Caldwell, 
Henderson, Livingston, and Union), 176 pgs sft bd ndxd, $33.00 
DEED ABSTRACTS· WHITE CO., TN, 1801·1820, VOLS. A· F, sft bd, ndxd, $30.00 
Order from Joyce Martin Murray, 2921 Daniels, Dallas, TX 75205, Add $3 SH for one book 
plus .50 for each additional book. Texas residents add $8.25 state sales tax. 
1850 WARREN CO., KY CENSUS, 327 pgs, hd bd, ndxd, 81/2 x 11, $33 pp 
1860 WARREN CO., KY CENSUS, 388 pgs, sft bd, ndxd, 8 1/2 x 11, $32.50 pp. Order 
from Mrs. Pat Reid , 640 E. Main Ave, Bowling Green, KY 42101-6907, KY Res add 6% r 
sales tax. 
SOME COLLIER FAMILIES AND FOLKS THER'RE KIN TO, 35 pgs, 8 1/2 x 11 , sft bd , 
ndxd, $8.50 pp. 
THR RECORD BOOK OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH, HUSTONVILLE, KY 1858·1944, 
136 pgs, ndxd, $27.00 pp. 
THOMAS ENGLISH, DESCENDANTS AND SOME OF THEIR KIN, 165 pgs, 8 1/2 x 11, 
hrd bd, ndxd, $32 .00 pp. 
SOME COLLIER FAMILIES, DESCENDANTS OF ROBERT COLLIER AND ISABELLA 
DODDINGTON, 2nd edition, 81 /2 x 11,130 pgs, ndxd, hrd bd, $48.00 pp. 
SOME MARTIN FAMILIES, DESCENDANTS OF MARTIN DE TOURS AND GEVA DE 
BURCI, 1033·1991, 8 1/2 x 11 , 130 pgs, ndxd, hrd bd, $32.00 pp. 
Order from Leroy/Mildred Collier, 1644 Smallhouse Rd, Bowling Green, KY 42104·3256. 
Kentucky residents add 6% sales tax. 
BLACK POWDER TO BLACK GOLD· THE LIFE AND TIMES OF WILLIAM E. HOBSON, 
$25.00. Order from Peggy Bush, 1927 Price Ave, Bowling Green , KY 42104. 
HARMONY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH ·150 YEARS , 116 pgs, 6 x 9, sft bd, $700. 
Order from Linda Lambert, 778 Pope· Trammel Rd, Scottsville , KY 42164. 
WILLIAM P. HOLLAND 1836 ·1904 OF MACON CO, TENNESSEE . Contact Barbara 
Holland Hood, 965 E. Bradbury Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46203 for information on ordering . 
